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INTRODUCTION—AMENDMENT AND DISMEMBERMENT

How should constitutional designers structure the rules of constitutional change? Much has been written about constitutional design in general, but relatively little exists on the architecture of constitutional amendment.1 My purpose in this Article is to introduce a new idea to the literature on constitutional amendment—the idea of constitutional dismemberment—to challenge us to better understand the uses and functions of the rules of change in codified, uncodified, and partially codified constitutions.

Constitutional dismemberment is at once a phenomenon, a concept, a doctrine, and a theory: it is occurring around the world; it fills a conceptual void in the literature on constitutional change; courts can operationalize it when they evaluate the constitutionality of amendments; and it forms the core of a larger theory of how constitutions do and should change. The prescriptions associated with constitutional dismemberment are intended for new, not existing, constitutions—both because amending constitutional amendment rules is difficult if not paradoxical2 and, more importantly, because the idea of constitutional dismemberment requires us to reimagine constitutionalism.

The impetus behind the theory of constitutional dismemberment is that some constitutional amendments are not amendments at all. They are self-conscious efforts to repudiate the essential characteristics of the constitution

---

and to destroy its foundations. They dismantle the basic structure of the constitution while at the same time building a new foundation rooted in principles contrary to the old. These constitutional changes entail substantial consequences for the whole of law and society. Political actors must modify their behavior in conformity with new popular expectations, and courts must reinterpret the constitution in conformity with the change, overruling inconsistent precedent and developing new lines of jurisprudence. This reconstructed constitution becomes virtually unrecognizable to the pre-change generation, for whom the constitution now seems entirely new, not merely amended. And yet—here is the problem—we identify transformative changes like these as constitutional amendments no different from others.3

Constitutional amendments come in two types: they can either be corrective or elaborative. Properly defined, a constitutional amendment is a correction made to better achieve the purpose of the existing constitution. The Twelfth Amendment to the United States Constitution, for example, is properly identified as an amendment.4 The founding Constitution required each presidential elector to cast two votes for president; the candidate with the most votes would become president and the runner-up, vice president.5 The election of 1800 exposed the design flaw in this arrangement when two candidates earned the same number of electoral votes.6 It took nearly three dozen ballots of voting by state delegations for the House of Representatives to ultimately break the tie and select Thomas Jefferson as president.7 The Twelfth Amendment was designed to reduce the possibility of a tie by requiring electors to differentiate their selections for president and vice-president.8 It corrected a technical flaw in the original Constitution.

A constitutional amendment can also be elaborative. An elaboration is a larger change than an amendment insofar as it does more than simply repair a fault or correct an error in the constitution. Like a correction, an elaboration continues the constitution-making project in line with the current design of the constitution. Instead of repairing an error in the constitution, however, an elaboration advances the meaning of the constitution as it is presently understood. For example, the Nineteenth Amendment is best understood as an elaborative amendment: it advances the meaning of the Fourteenth9 and

3. Gary Jacobsohn has described changes like these as “constitutional revolutions.” See Gary Jeffrey Jacobsohn, Theorizing the Constitutional Revolution, 2 J.L. & CTS. 1 (2014). But as with other efforts to account for these changes by describing them as “new constitutions,” this formulation has difficulty reconciling form with function: as a matter of form, these changes are ordinarily identified as amendments in a codified constitution yet, functionally, they do more than simply repair or adjust the constitution. I suggest in this Article that we need a new way to understand these changes—a new understanding that is attentive to both form and function. See infra Section I.A.
5. U.S. CONST. art. II, § 3.
9. U.S. CONST. amend. XIV (1868) (entrenching the Equal Protection Clause, the Due Process Clause, and the Privileges or Immunities Clause).
Fifteenth Amendments, making good on the promise of equality in these two Reconstruction Amendments, though here that promise was extended to a new class of voters not intended for that protection at the time of the proposal and ratification of the revolutionary equality amendments. The Nineteenth Amendment prohibits gender discrimination in voting, an expansion of the franchise that was not corrective in the sense of fixing a design flaw in the Constitution but was nonetheless consistent with a plain reading of equality rights as well as the existing framework of the Constitution. In this Article, I use the term amendment to refer to both corrective and elaborative amendments.

A constitutional dismemberment, in contrast, is incompatible with the existing framework of a constitution because it seeks to achieve a conflicting purpose. It seeks deliberately to disassemble one or more of a constitution’s elemental parts. A constitutional dismemberment alters a fundamental right, a load-bearing structure, or a core feature of the identity of a constitution. It is a constitutional change understood by political actors and the people to be inconsistent with the constitution at the time the change is made. To use a rough shorthand, the purpose and effect of a constitutional dismemberment are the same: to unmake a constitution. I also suggest in this Article that constitutional dismemberment can occur by judicial interpretation, but I focus primarily on dismemberment outside of courts.

Constitutional dismemberment is a descriptive concept, not a normative one. A constitutional dismemberment can either improve or weaken liberal democratic procedures and outcomes. For example, the Civil War Amendments to the U.S. Constitution are better understood as dismemberments. The Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments consolidated the Union victory over the Confederate States and collectively wrote into the Constitution a ringing declaration of the equality of all persons, if only as an aspiration. Their most important function, however, was to demolish the infrastructure of slavery in the original Constitution. They tore down the major pillars of America’s original sin: the Three-Fifths Clause, the Fugitive Slave Clause, the Migration or Importation Clause, and the Proportionate Tax Clause.

10. U.S. Const. amend. XV (1870) (protecting the right to vote against discriminatory denial or abridgement on account of race or color).
11. U.S. Const. amend. XIX (1920) (protecting the right to vote against discriminatory denial or abridgement on account of gender).
13. U.S. Const. amend. XIV.
14. U.S. Const. amend. XV.
17. U.S. Const. art. I, § 2, cl. 3.
18. Id. art. IV, § 2, cl. 3.
19. Id. art. I, § 9, cl. 1. This clause was made temporarily unamendable until the year 1808. See id. art. V.
20. Id. art. I, § 9, cl. 4. This clause was likewise made temporarily unamendable until the year 1808. See id. art. V.
Scholars have suggested that the Civil War Amendments created a new constitution, a new constitutional order, or a new regime. We can of course conceptualize these three amendments as constituting a new regime, a new order, or a new constitution. But as a matter of constitutional form, the U.S. Constitution identifies each of them as an amendment, entrenched serially in the Founders’ constitutional text alongside other amendments ratified before and since, many of them mundane by comparison. Constitutional form and function therefore lead us down different paths in our effort to make sense of the Civil War Amendments: formally, we are compelled to identify these three constitutional alterations as mere amendments, but functionally we know they amount to something more. Yet they are neither mere amendments nor do they amount to promulgating a new constitution, a new order, or a new regime. They are best understood as constitutional dismemberments that occupy the space between an amendment and a new constitution; they aim to unmake a constitution without breaking legal continuity.

One of the key pillars of constitutional dismemberment is the principle of variable difficulty in constitutional change. The basic point of variable difficulty is a prescription for constitutional design: political actors should be directed by the rules of constitutional change to satisfy different thresholds for amendment than for dismemberment. Amendments should be subject to a lower threshold of direct or mediated popular consent than dismemberments, which should be authorized only by a higher degree of agreement. The reason why follows from the important difference between an amendment and a dismemberment: an amendment continues the constitution-making project in line with the current design of the constitution, while a dismemberment is incompatible with the existing framework of the constitution and instead seeks to unmake one of its constituent parts—its rights, structure, or identity. Where the rules of change do not state a distinguishable procedure for dismemberments—for example, where the constitution entrenches only one procedure for formal constitutional change—the theory of constitutional dismemberment suggests a default procedure to legitimate a dismemberment. Here, when the constitution is silent on the distinction between amendment and dismemberment, the deep constitutional transformation that dismemberment entails can be legitimated, with few exceptions, only by at least the same or similar configuration of constitution-making bodies that made the commitment that dismemberment later seeks to undo. This is ordinarily the original ratification procedure that authorized the constitution at its creation.

Mutuality is the operational rule of constitutional dismemberment. Subject to a narrow class of exceptions that I describe more fully below, the


rule of mutuality authorizes a constitution’s dismemberment using only at least the same procedure that was used to ratify it. What underlies the rule of mutuality is a principle of symmetry: removing something fundamental from a constitution should be permissible using only the same procedure that was used to put it in or something more onerous. Incorporating the rule of mutuality into the larger rules of constitutional change would result in at least two tracks of procedures: one for those changes that are consistent with the existing constitution and, accordingly, require no special measure of popular approval—changes that we can identify as constitutional amendments, both corrective and elaborative. This lower track should impose more demanding thresholds for elaborative amendments than for corrective amendments. The second track of procedures would entrench a more onerous procedure to be used specifically for constitutional dismemberments—that is, for those changes that do not cohere with the existing constitution because they transform its rights, structure, or identity. Entrenching these procedures in a constitution allows all manner of changes to be made without breaking legal continuity and importantly without inviting the instability that constitution-making entails.24

The rule of mutuality has two major purposes: one oriented to courts, and the other to a void in the central concept in the study of constitutional change. For decades now, courts around the world have exercised the extraordinary power to invalidate a constitutional change that judges believe violate the constitution.25 On their view, political actors are not authorized to make transformative changes to the constitution without breaking legal continuity; they must instead write a new constitution in order to validly introduce changes of that magnitude. Judges have invoked the theory of constituent power—the core concept in the study of constitutional change—as the justificatory basis for their extraordinary decision to invalidate a constitutional amendment.

Stated most simply, constituent power theory proposes a rigid division of labor between the people and their representatives in government: only the people may found an altogether new constitution while their representatives in government are authorized to act in their name to do no more than change a constitution in harmony with the constitution’s own terms. Yet constituent power theory refers to the people as an amorphous whole, with neither quantification nor qualification of who the people are, how they exercise their power, and when we know their actions are valid. Where the constitution does not entrench two tracks of rules of change, the rule of mutuality gives shape to constituent power theory by establishing a rebuttable presumption that the people exercise their constituent power when they speak in the same way they did when they wrote the constitution to begin with. Unlike the conventional approach to constitutional change which disallows transformative changes on

24. Importantly, creating two separate tracks would not preclude entrenching multiple degrees of rigidity within each of the two tracks—a design of constitutional change that I have elsewhere described as an escalating structure of constitutional amendment. See Richard Albert, The Expressive Function of Constitutional Amendment Rules, 59 McGill L.J. 225, 247-57 (2013).

Recognizing the distinction between amendment and dismemberment suggests answers to pressing questions and controversies in constitutional law today. How should constitutional designers structure the rules of constitutional change? How may political actors legally and legitimately formalize transformative changes to the constitution? How should scholars evaluate constitutional changes believed to violate the constitution’s rights, structure, or identity? Should courts review the constitutionality of constitutional alterations?

In this Article, I identify, define, and theorize the idea of constitutional dismemberment and explain how the concept can explain many of the extraordinary constitutional transformations we see around the world today. I begin in Part I by highlighting three contemporary challenges in the study of constitutional change. I focus here on current challenges in constitutional design, the controversial though increasingly frequent use of judicial power to invalidate a constitutional amendment, and the ubiquitous though insufficiently precise theory of constituent power.

In Part II, I illustrate the phenomenon of dismemberment by showing its breadth of application to both codified and uncodified constitutions in connection with constitutional rights or structure, and its relevance to changes that improve or deteriorate the democratic values of liberal constitutionalism. I draw from different types of constitutions around the world, including the codified Constitutions of Brazil, Ireland, Jamaica, Japan, Saint Lucia, and the United States; the uncodified Constitutions of New Zealand and the United Kingdom; and the partially codified Constitution of Canada.

Next in Part III, I examine some of the implications of dismemberment for contemporary problems in constitutional change, including the problem of liberal democratic degeneration around the world, the problem of juristocracy, and the problem of legal discontinuity. I give special attention in this Part to how we might apply the idea of constitutional dismemberment to imposed constitutions, colonial constitutions, and the concept of constitutional resilience. I conclude with thoughts on the implications of constitutional dismemberment, both for the study of constitutional change and for the way in which constitutions are, and should be, altered in practice.

I. THE CHALLENGES OF CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE

The distinction between amendment and dismemberment can help resolve three of the major challenges facing constitutional designers and scholars of constitutional change today. The first major challenge in the field is how to
distinguish the multiplicity of changes that constitutions undergo. The idea of
dismemberment prescribes different procedures for altering constitutions—
procedures that vary according to the degree of change. The second major
challenge in the field confronts the questions whether and how courts should
evaluate the constitutionality of constitutional changes. Courts around the
world have invalidated constitutional amendments for exceeding the power of
amending actors. Constitutional dismemberment resists the doctrine of
unconstitutional constitutional amendment and instead suggests a catalytic, not
obstructive, posture for courts when reviewing the constitutionality of
constitutional changes. The third major challenge concerns the actual design of
the textually-entrenched rules of constitutional change. Constitutional designers
have struggled to create formal rules of change that do what these rules are
intended to do: create a transparent, predictable, and rational process for
altering the constitution. Constitutional dismemberment suggests a two-track
model of constitutional design, as well as an accompanying default rule that
political actors should respect where a constitutional text does not entrench any
relevant rule at all. On each of these three fronts, the theory of constitutional
dismemberment can bring greater clarity than we currently have.

A. The Dividing Line in Constitutional Alteration

Existing theories of constitutional change correctly recognize that some
changes are more significant than others, but they have not yet specified what
classifies a change as one type or another. Even those theories of constitutional
change that identify criteria for what counts as an amendment arrive at a
solution by classifying a constitutional change only by the outcome it produces,
rather than by connecting the outcome to the process by which it is achieved.
These conventional approaches generate an unhelpful binary classification:
either a constitutional alteration properly amends a constitution or it so
radically transforms a constitution that conceptually it yields a new
constitution, even though no new constitution has been promulgated. As I will
explain later, my solution creates gradients of change ranging from amendment
to dismemberment to new constitution, with the possibility of amendment and
dismemberment along different scales of magnitude. The result is a continuum
of constitutional change rather than a binary classification.26

1. Four Propositions

Consider an example from John Rawls in reference to the United States
Constitution: Would a constitutional change repealing the First Amendment’s
guarantee against a State religion be a valid use of the formal amendment
procedure in Article V?27 For Rawls, the answer is no: “[A]n amendment to
repeal the First Amendment and replace it with its opposite fundamentally
contradicts the constitutional tradition of the oldest democratic regime in the

26. See infra Sections I.C, II.C.
27. JOHN RAWLS, POLITICAL LIBERALISM 238 (1993).
Rawls recognizes that neither the constitutional text nor any constitutional theory can prevent political actors from deploying the rules of Article V to make a change for which they have the required support, but he would define the repeal of the First Amendment as a “constitutinal breakdown, or revolution in the proper sense, and not a valid amendment of the constitution.” In Rawls’ understanding of how constitutions should change, the use of Article V to repeal the First Amendment would create a new U.S. Constitution, even though the resulting amendment would be formally entrenched in the “old” constitution as a mere amendment, and despite there being no new codification promulgated as a new constitution. This Rawlsian view reflects the conventional understanding in the field of constitutional change: either a constitution is amended consistently with the constitution, or the alteration is so transformative that we cannot call it an amendment and we must instead recognize that conceptually it creates a new constitution.

In the late nineteenth century, Thomas Cooley likewise insisted that an alteration inconsistent with an existing constitution should not be called an amendment. He wrote that an amendment “must be in harmony with the thing amended, so far at least as concerns its general spirit and purpose,” adding that “[i]t must not be something so entirely incongruous that, instead of amending or reforming it, it overthrows or revolutionizes it.” And yet we have seen many examples of constitutional changes formalized using the rules of constitutional amendment that were, in Cooley’s own words, “entirely incongruous” with the existing constitution. For Cooley, it is plainly incorrect in constitutional theory to define such changes as constitutional amendments:

Any step in the direction of establishing a government which is entirely out of harmony with that which has been created under the constitution, . . . though it may be taken in the most formal and deliberate manner, and in precise conformity to the method of amendment established by the constitution, is inoperative in the very nature of things. . . . The framers of the constitution must very well have understood that this was the case, and must have acted upon this understanding; and they abstained from forbidding such changes because they would be illegitimate as amendments, and for that reason impossible under the term they were making use of.

Cooley outlines in this passage the key elements in the conventional theory of constitutional change, all complementary to and derivative of the position taken by Rawls. The Rawlsian view holds to the legal fiction that an amendment refers only to an alteration that is consistent with the existing constitution and that any alteration inconsistent with it must be interpreted as creating a new constitution, even if the old constitution is not formally replaced with a new

28. Id. at 239.
29. Id.
32. Id. at 119.
Cooley makes explicit three points that are implicit in the conventional theory of constitutional change. First, that the test for distinguishing a constitutional amendment from a new constitution is not whether the change is achieved through the process of constitutional amendment entrenched in the constitution. As Cooley writes, even if a constitutional alteration is “in precise conformity to the method of amendment established by the constitution,” the change is “inoperative” as an amendment if it is “entirely out of harmony with that which has been created under the constitution.” Second, that a constitutional alteration inconsistent with the existing constitution is “illegitimate.” Finally, that a constitution implicitly entrenches the distinction between an alteration that qualifies as an amendment and one that creates, though only conceptually, a new constitution. Cooley explained that the framers “must have acted upon this understanding” and that they “abstained from forbidding” the kinds of changes that would yield a new constitution, because the very nature of amendment is to keep an amended constitution in harmony with an old one.

Reading Cooley alongside Rawls allows us to isolate the four propositions that constitute the conventional theory of constitutional change. First, the binary proposition: a constitutional alteration results either in an amendment or in a conceptually new constitution. Second, the substantive proposition: a constitutional alteration formalized using the rules of amendment does not always result in a proper amendment. Third, the illegitimacy proposition: a constitutional alteration that results in something other than an amendment is illegitimate under the existing constitution. Fourth, the implicit limitations proposition: even where a constitutional text does not identify which kinds of constitutional alterations would qualify as a constitutional amendment versus a new constitution, this distinction is implicit in the nature of an amendment.

These four propositions recur in the modern scholarship on constitutional change. For instance, Walter Murphy argues that “valid amendments can operate only within the existing political system; they cannot deconstitute, reconstitute, or replace the polity.” The suggestion here is that the use of the amendment power to deconstitute, reconstitute, or replace the polity is not an amendment at all, but rather the creation of what we can identify conceptually as a new constitution. More recently in his study of Article V in the United States, Jason Mazzone makes the case that an amendment only “fine-tunes what is already in place—or, in a metaphor eighteen-century Americans used, puts the ship back on its original course.” These views draw from the core of Carl Schmitt’s influential theory of constitutional change. Schmitt argues that

---

33. Id.
34. Id.
the authority of political actors to amend a constitution is limited by a constitution itself. Political actors, he writes, may amend a constitution “only under the presupposition that the identity and continuity of the constitution as an entirety is preserved.” He specifies that “the authority for constitutional amendment contains only the grant of authority to undertake changes, additions, extensions, deletions, etc., in constitutional provisions that preserve the constitution itself.” Any amendment that exceeds this authority effectively creates a new constitution—a constitution-making power that ordinary amending actors are not authorized to exercise, according not only to Schmitt, but also to the dominant and largely unchallenged view in the field.

2. The Foundations of the Conventional Views

These conventional views of constitutional change are rooted in the theory of constituent power. Stated simply, the theory proposes a rigid division of labor between the people and their representatives in government: only the people may found an altogether new constitution, while the people’s representatives are authorized to act in the people’s name to do no more than change a constitution in harmony with the constitution’s own terms. Despite its great influence in law, constituent power theory is remarkably imprecise as to how the people are to exercise this power.

The two core concepts in the theory are the pouvoir constituant and the pouvoir constitué. These two concepts refer to two different groups of persons, each linked to the other through the constitution in a hierarchical relationship of the distribution and exercise of power such that one group is

37. CARL SCHMITT, CONSTITUTIONAL THEORY 150 (Jeffrey Seitzer transl. ed., 2008).
38. Id.
40. The theory has its origins in Emmanuel Joseph Sieyès’ French Revolutionary pamphlet. See EMANUEL JOSEPH SIEYÈS, QU’EST-CE QUE LE TIERS ÉTAT? (2002) (originally published in 1789). Sieyès set out to construct a notional justification for the idea that the right to self-determination belongs to the people alone.
41. Id. at 53.
subordinate to the other. The superior group is the *pouvoir constituant*, which in translation is the *constituent power*, a term used to refer to the body of people in whom supreme power resides. The inferior group is the *pouvoir constitué*, meaning the *constituted power*, a term used to refer to the institutions a constitution creates to carry out the duties and discretionary authority delegated by the people in that constitution. The major premise of the theory is that no constitution can properly be formed by a constituted power; instead, the constitution must be understood to have been created by the exercise of constituent power, which is to say by the people themselves. The corollary premise of the theory is that the authority of the constituted power is limited to only changing the constitution in ways that remain true to the constitution created by the constituent power.

Constituent power theory is embedded in the legal fiction that the people actually authorize constitutions either in their writing or ratification, or both. The people sometimes participate directly in the constitution-making process in referenda to ratify a new constitution, as was the case for recent constitutions in Egypt (2014), Zimbabwe (2013), Kenya (2010), Bolivia (2009), and Iraq (2005). But many important constitutions were not adopted with direct popular ratification. This list includes constitutions or constitutional acts in Canada (1982), Germany (1949), India (1950), South Africa (1996), and the United States (1787).

It is hard to know why the legal fiction persists. The idea of “the people” as it is currently understood is too amorphous, too under-determined, and too romanticized to have significant purchase in explaining how constitutions are written or ratified. As Claude Klein and András Sajó have observed, “[t]he ‘people’ is not sufficiently structured to develop a constitution” nor can we say that actual individuals are “very welcome by the actual constitution-making

42. *Id.*
43. *Id.*
49. The Basic Law was adopted by the Parliamentary Council and ratified by Germany’s subnational units. See *GRUNDGESETZ [GG] [BASIC LAW]*, art. 144, translation at http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_gg/index.html.
50. The Indian Constitution was adopted and enacted by a Constituent Assembly. See *INDIA CONST.* pmbl.
52. The U.S. Constitution was ratified in state conventions. See *U.S. CONST.* art. VII.
The people are more often than not represented by executives who negotiate constitutions as elite bargains, by legislators who vote on a package of proposals, by Constituent Assembly members who deliberate on and debate the content of constitutions, and sometimes by one or more of these groups of representatives in some special sequence or combination.55

Constituent power theory is therefore not a descriptive account of how constitutions are made and changed, but rather a normative aspiration for how some scholars believe they should be made and changed. Scholars persuaded by the theory seem to elide these distinctions when they invoke constituent power to defend limitations on the amendment power or to justify an invalidation of a constitutional amendment. But even the aspiration itself is unclear. It may be for new constitutions to be written or authorized directly by the people, an eventuality that becomes a real possibility as the peoples of the countries of the world continue to get swept into the trend of popular consultation that political actors appear gradually to be embracing. The aspiration may alternatively be more conservative: it may be both to constrain how political actors change constitutions and also to equip scholars and jurists with a vocabulary to oppose changes they might resist for any number of reasons. There may be a third aspiration: to foster constitutional stability and endurance. One important effect of constituent power theory is to make it difficult to change the fundamental core of a constitution unless the people, whoever they are, manifest their will to allow such a change. The result of constituent power theory is therefore to privilege the status quo, which may in turn create a more stable constitutional order and help the constitution endure. Whether these normative ambitions are positive goods is a different question from whether constituent power theory reflects the realities of constitutional change.

3. The Missing Concept

The conventional theory of constitutional change can explain what an amendment is: it is a change that is consistent with the framework of a constitution. The conventional theory can also explain the constitution-making moment when a new constitution is created and entrenched against ordinary repeal. But conventional theory requires a theoretical leap to accept that a constitutional change passed as an ordinary amendment amounts to a new constitution even where no new text has been promulgated. Important changes like the Civil War Amendments are, of course, more than mere adjustments, yet to say that they create a new constitution requires us to ignore that the thing we identify as the constitution remains unchanged in form, except to the extent


of the alteration.

We therefore need a new concept to fill the void that exists in the conventional theory of constitutional change between an amendment and a new, actual constitution. The middle ground should serve as a bridge between these two constitutional changes. On one end, an amendment is a constitutional alteration that continues to develop the constitution in the constitution-making path that began at its founding moments. On the other, it is an alteration that yields a new constitution, at least in form and also, though not always, in significance, as scholars argue was the case in the United States with Reconstruction. There is room in the middle of these two forms of constitutional alteration for a concept that is more than an amendment but less than a new constitution.

We can conceptualize this middle ground as the unmaking of a constitution without breaking legal continuity. This is the phenomenon I identify as a constitutional dismemberment. A dismemberment is a self-conscious effort perceived as the unmaking of the constitution with recourse to the rules of constitutional alteration. A dismemberment introduces a change that is incompatible with the constitution’s existing framework and purpose. A dismemberment introduces a transformative change to the constitution, but it does not produce a new constitution because, as a matter of form, the constitution remains what it was prior to the change, except to the extent of the change itself. The theory of constitutional dismemberment accordingly does not recognize a new constitution until a new constitution is in fact self-consciously adopted by the relevant political actors choosing to launch and successfully complete the formal constitution-making process for that purpose.

B. Enforcing the Boundaries of Constitutional Change

Courts have enforced these four propositions in the course of reviewing the constitutionality of constitutional changes. They have done so consistently with the conventional theory of constituent power, enforcing the boundaries of constitutional change by drawing a line between those constitutional alterations that they believe are consistent with the constitution and those they believe are not. Courts around the world have in fact been applying something like the concept of dismemberment in the course of reviewing the constitutionality of constitutional amendments without recognizing it as such. Yet they have taken the wrong jurisprudential lesson from the distinction between a constitutional amendment and a constitutional dismemberment.

1. Three Unconstitutional Constitutional Amendments

Imagine a constitutional challenge to the Eighteenth or Nineteenth Amendments at the time of their passing for violating the federalist foundations of the U.S. Constitution. Although it is the keystone of the architecture of the Constitution, federalism as a structure and allocation of vertical powers is not made formally unamendable in the text. Could the Supreme Court of the United States have held that either amendment was unconstitutional—and in
turn annulled it—on the theory that the amendment violates the unwritten federalist foundations of the Constitution? This is a close analogue to the question confronting many courts around the world when an amendment is challenged as unconstitutional, the main difference being that the U.S. Constitution makes nothing formally unamendable.

Today it is not uncommon for supreme or constitutional courts to annul a procedurally-perfect constitutional amendment on the theory that the amendment is unconstitutional. The doctrine of unconstitutional constitutional amendment has traveled the globe, from its political foundations in France and the United States, to its doctrinal origins in Germany, to its practical application in constitutional States in nearly every region of the world, including Argentina, Austria, Greece, Hungary, Portugal, South Africa, South Korea, Switzerland, and Tanzania, to name but a few. However, its increasing frequency does not make it any less extraordinary nor any more reasonable.

Consider three high court rulings—one each from Colombia, Taiwan, and India—where judges have invalidated an amendment for exceeding what they view as the implicitly limited amendment power that amending actors are presumed to hold under the conventional theory of constituent power. The four propositions are central to the outcome in each case. But note that the idea of dismemberment rests deep within the rulings, although the courts do not seem to recognize it.

Begin with Colombia. The Constitutional Court of Colombia has created the “substitution of the constitution” doctrine, which authorizes Congress only to amend the Constitution but not to replace it, on the theory that the power of constitutional replacement “is reserved for the people in their authority as primary constituent power.” As Carlos Bernal has explained, the core of the doctrine is that “the power to amend the constitution comprises the power to introduce changes to any article of the constitution text” on the condition that “these changes can neither imply a derogation of the constitution nor its replacement by a different one.” In the Court’s first judgment establishing the doctrine, it stressed implicit limitations on the amendment power:

The derivative constituent power, then, lacks the power to destroy the Constitution. The constituent act establishes the legal order and, because of that, any power of reform is limited only to carrying out a revision. The power of reform, which is constituted power, is not, therefore, authorized to annul or substitute the
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56. The United States Supreme Court considered constitutional challenges to both the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Amendments after they were passed. In each case, the Court rejected claims that the amendments violated federalism. See Leser v. Garnett, 258 U.S. 130, 136 (1922); Rhode Island v. Palmer, 253 U.S. 350, 386 (1920).


Constitution from which its competence is derived. The constituted power cannot . . . grant itself functions that belong to the constituent power and, therefore, cannot carry out a substitution of the Constitution not only because it would then become an original constituent power, but also because it would undermine the bases of its own competence. . . . The power of reform, a constituted power, has material limits, because the power to reform the Constitution does not include the possibility of derogating it, subverting it or substituting it in its integrity.60

The Court stressed that the amendment power in Colombia is limited, even though the constitutional text imposes no explicit limitations on it.61 The reason why, wrote the Court, is that the amending power is a constituted power, a lesser and bounded power in comparison to constituent power, the latter being a power that is “absolute, unlimited, permanent, without limits or jurisdictional controls, because its acts are political and foundational and not juridical, [and] whose validity derives from the political will of the society.”62 The Court therefore saw its role as protecting the Constitution from its replacement—what the Court described as its “eliminat[ion]” or “substitut[ion]”—by anything less than a procedure legitimated by constituent power.63 The Court has often relied on this substitution doctrine since its first appearance in 2003.64

Turn next to Taiwan. The Taiwanese Constitution authorizes no formal limitations on constitutional amendment, provided amending actors can successfully assemble the required majorities and meet the required thresholds.65 Yet the absence of a formally unamendable rule has not stopped the Taiwanese Constitutional Court from striking down a series of constitutional amendments. In one case, the National Assembly adopted a set of amendments in 1999 that the Court subsequently invalidated on both procedural and substantive grounds.66

The constitutional challenge began when members of the Legislative Yuan filed a petition arguing that the amendment passed by the National Assembly—where votes had been cast in anonymous ballots in the second and
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third readings—violated the Constitution’s amendment rules. They also argued that there were irregularities in the vote because some of the amendment proposals had been defeated in the second reading but were still voted on again in the third. The amendment, moreover, required the National Assembly to be constituted according to a proportional allocation given to political parties on the basis of votes they had received in the latest election of the Legislative Yuan, a separate constitutional organ. The challengers claimed that this change would make all of those persons unaffiliated with a political party ineligible for selection to the National Assembly. The challengers raised other concerns, including that the amendment improperly extended term limits and also sowed confusion about their duration.

The Court held the amendment unconstitutional. Anonymous balloting, the Court explained, violated the principles of “openness and transparency” in the legislative process. As for the voting irregularities, the Court held that they “contradict the fundamental nature of governing norms and order that form the very basis and existence of the Constitution, and are prohibited by the norms of constitutional democracy.” The rule of proportional representation in the National Assembly based on political party votes received in Legislative Yuan elections violated the principles of “democracy and constitutional rule of law.” The extension of term limits likewise violated the principle of “democratic state of constitutional rule of law.” The Court also explained in general terms how it reached the conclusion that these amendments were unconstitutional:

Although the Amendment to the Constitution has equal status with the constitutional provisions, any amendment that alters the existing constitutional provisions concerning the fundamental nature of governing norms and order and, hence, the foundation of the Constitution’s very existence destroys the integrity and fabric of the Constitution itself. . . . The democratic constitutional process derived from these principles forms the foundation for the existence of the current Constitution and all [governmental] bodies installed hereunder must abide by this process.

As in other cases around the world where courts have rejected an amendment, here the Taiwanese Constitutional Court set the Constitution itself as the limiting reagent for lawful constitutional change. It held that constitutional changes inconsistent with the Constitution would destroy the Constitution as it is presently understood. There are echoes in this judgment of the Colombian
Constitutional Court’s self-given duty to protect the Constitution from its “eliminat[ion].”

Courts in Colombia, Taiwan, and elsewhere in the world have not built this approach from scratch. Their judgments derive from ideas developed in a set of Indian Supreme Court rulings that have migrated to courts in constitutional democracies in both the Global North and South, in the East and West, and in civil and common law regimes. Inspired by German theory and doctrine, the Indian Supreme Court has created a vague but judicially self-entrenching “basic structure doctrine” to justify its power to review constitutional amendments for their constitutionality.

The impetus for the Indian doctrine was the national legislature’s virtually unfettered power of formal constitutional alteration. With the exception of certain classes of change that require state ratification, the legislature may alter the Indian Constitution with a simple majority vote in each house of the legislature as long as a two-thirds quorum of all members is present. By comparison to other constitutional democracies, this is a very low threshold for formal alteration. It is so low that it raises the risk that legislators will treat the Constitution like a statute, making it as easily changeable and indistinguishable from one. The legislature’s power is even greater in light of the absence of any formally unamendable rule in the Constitution. It is therefore possible, perhaps even likely, that the legislature would be tempted to exploit its textually unlimited power of formal alteration to make constitution-level changes with a simple legislative majority vote. The “basic structure doctrine” was thus created to justify limiting the legislature’s constitutional amendment power to only those changes that cohere with the Constitution.

The Indian Supreme Court has come a long way on whether it has the power to review an amendment. It first declared in 1951 that the amendment
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80. The court-created “basic structure doctrine” was not a necessary outcome. Conventions of unamendability could have emerged from the political process in order to constrain the legislature’s exercise of its textually-unlimited amendment power. See Gert Jan Geertjes & Jerfi Uzman, Conventions of Unamendability: Covert Constitutional Unamendibility in (Two) Politically Enforced Constitutions, in AN UNAMENDABLE CONSTITUTION? UNAMENDABILITY IN CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACIES (Richard Albert & Bertil Oder eds., forthcoming 2018).
power is unlimited. Sixteen years later, the Court indicated a turn in the opposite direction: the Court in 1967 laid the foundation for invalidating an amendment at some point in the future, holding that the amendment power could not be used to abolish or violate fundamental constitutional rights. The Court’s new position on implicit limits on amending powers was rather controversial, which perhaps explains why the Court held that it would apply this power only prospectively, not retrospectively.

The Court held a few years later that the amendment power could be used only as long as it did not do violence to the Constitution’s basic structure. The organizing logic of this “basic structure,” according to the Chief Justice, was that “every provision of the Constitution can be amended, provided in the result the basic foundation and structure of the Constitution remains the same.” The basic structure consists of various principles, including constitutional supremacy, the republican and democratic forms of government, the secular character of the State, the separation of powers, and federalism. These elements of the basic structure doctrine are not spelled out in the Constitution’s text. Nor are they the result of a popular consent-driven constitutional design that entrenches a hierarchy of importance allowing the people to distinguish among different values. These and other elements of the basic structure doctrine identified since then have emerged from the Court’s interpretation of the Constitution, just like the basic structure doctrine itself.

The Court took the next step nearly one decade later when it invoked the basic structure doctrine to invalidate actual constitutional amendments to the Constitution’s formal amendment rules. The amendments had proposed to prevent the Court from evaluating the constitutionality of any amendment at all. They established the rule that “no amendment of this Constitution . . . shall be called in question in any court on any ground” and that “for the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that there shall be no limitation whatever on the constituent power of Parliament to amend by way of addition, variation or repeal the provisions of this Constitution under this article.” When the Chief Justice held these amendments unconstitutional, he relied on the vocabulary of destruction, the same language we read in the rulings of the Colombian and Taiwanese Constitutional Courts. The Chief Justice wrote that although “Parliament is given the power to amend the Constitution,” it is clear that this “power cannot be exercised so as to damage the basic features of the Constitution or so as to destroy its basic structure.” Protecting the constitution from its destruction is the key idea behind the basic structure doctrine. It also informs the substitution of the constitution doctrine and the rulings of most, if
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not all, other courts that make the extraordinary decision to invalidate an amendment on substantive grounds.

2. The Conventional Rule and the Remedy

Many high courts around the world have given themselves the task of guarding the constitution from changes they believe would destroy its original design. The language of destruction recurs with frequency in other cases. A recent judgment of the Belizean Supreme Court is illustrative:

There is though a limitation on the power of amendment by implication by the words of the Preamble and therefore every provision of the Constitution is open to amendment, provided the foundation or basic structure of the Constitution is not removed, damaged or destroyed. . . . I therefore rule that even though provisions of the Constitution can be amended, the National Assembly is not legally authorized to make any amendment to the Constitution that would remove or destroy any of the basic structures of the Constitution of Belize.90

This imagery of destruction is familiar in scholarship on constitutional change, so old that it was not new when William Marbury wrote in a 1919 paper published in the Harvard Law Review that “it may be safely premised that the power to ‘amend’ the Constitution was not intended to include the power to destroy it.”91 He, too, adhered to the conventional theory of constitutional change I have described as rooted in four propositions.

Invalidation is the ordinary judicial remedy for passing an amendment the Court believes exceeds the scope of the amendment power. The court annuls the amendment on the theory that it is a new constitution masquerading as an amendment. The conventional rule is therefore that a constitutional change amounting to a new constitution can be valid only if the change is made by a constituent power and not by an inferior constituted power. However, what remains inadequately answered is why invalidation must be the court’s response to a transformative constitutional change.

Constituent power is a sociological concept, neither a legal nor a moral one. In the eyes of constituent power—setting aside for now how we actually identify it—the formal trappings of law are less important than political effectiveness and societal acceptance. Where the political class recognizes the validity of a constitutional change and the people approve or acquiesce to it, that change has a claim to legitimacy though not necessarily to legality; a constitution can therefore be simultaneously illegal yet democratically legitimate.92 This is one of the implications of Bruce Ackerman’s theory of “constitutional moments.”93 Although Ackerman does not present
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“constitutional moments” in these terms, his theory is an account of how constituent power has been exercised in U.S. history.

The range of valid exercises of constituent power is boundless in cases of legally discontinuous changes. There are no rules of process to legitimate the outcome; the very fact of a popular outcome marking a new beginning is its own source of legitimation. But for a legally continuous change that keeps the constitution in force, the question becomes how to identify the exercise of constituent power where its exercise does not follow the rules of a constitutional text. The answer will differ across jurisdictions because the rules for recognizing the exercise of constituent power are jurisdiction-specific. Constituent power in France, for example, will not mobilize in the same way as constituent power in Germany, which have two different constitutional traditions.

Recognizing the exercise of constituent power is governed by local rules. These rules track the constitutional history of the people in the jurisdiction, how the people interact with and speak through their representatives and institutions, and whether the people and elites will recognize a purported exercise of constituent power as valid. In the case of the United States, history and modern politics suggest that there are three basic rules for recognizing the valid exercise of constituent power. First, the rule of extraordinariness: the transformative constitutional change must occur either through extraordinary institutions, like conventions, or with recourse to some extraordinary procedure, as in the Reconstruction. Second, the rule of consent: the change must be supported by significant popular consent manifested either directly or indirectly. Third, the rule of federalism: the change must be validated in both federal- and state-level institutions.94

3. Constitutionalizing Constituent Power

Courts that have annulled constitutional amendments for exceeding the scope of the amendment power must believe either that they can accurately identify an exercise of constituent power or, more likely, that they can recognize when a constitutional change has been supported by something less than constituent power. The body we call “the people” is not necessarily the same across jurisdictions. Its configuration changes according to local norms and indeed it may also change across time. Ackerman recognized as much when he argued that the major path to constitutional change in the United States since the New Deal is no longer formal amendment via the federalist
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structures of Article V, but rather transformative judicial appointments through national institutions—namely, the Senate, the Presidency, and the Supreme Court.95

Whether in the United States or elsewhere, constituent power cannot be cabined by the rules entrenched in a constitutional text. The nature of constituent power is such that it cannot be constitutionalized as a matter of enforceable constitutional law. But the text can certainly attempt to direct how constituent power can be validly exercised. One way to direct its exercise, though never successfully to constrain it, is to entrench the procedures that the constituent power uses to constitute the constitutional order at its point of origin.

Although Article V of the U.S. Constitution seeks to constitutionalize constituent power, it does so while conceding its inability to impose enforceable rules on its exercise. Under Article V, there are four ways to formally change the Constitution. The first pair of procedures authorizes two-thirds of both Houses of Congress to propose an amendment that becomes valid when three-quarters of the states ratify it through either the legislature or a convention, the choice being up to Congress. The second pair authorizes two-thirds of the states to petition Congress to call a convention to propose a constitutional change that becomes valid when three-quarters of the states ratify it either in a legislature or a convention, again the choice left to Congress.96 Each procedure may be used to alter anything in the Constitution; nothing today is formally unamendable.97

Here are the four separate formal procedures that authorize a textual alteration to the Constitution: (1) Congress proposes, by two-thirds supermajority, a constitutional change, and the change becomes valid when it is ratified by three-quarters of the states in legislative votes; (2) Congress proposes a change by two-thirds supermajority, and the change becomes valid when it is ratified by three-quarters of the states in conventions; (3) two-thirds of the states petition Congress to call a constitutional convention to propose a constitutional change, and the change becomes valid when it is ratified by three-quarters of the states in legislative votes; and (4) two-thirds of the states petition Congress to call a constitutional convention to propose a constitutional change, and the change becomes valid when it is ratified by three-quarters of the states in conventions.

But one of these four methods of formal change is unlike the others. The fourth is similar to the one that was used to ratify the U.S. Constitution. The 1787 Philadelphia Convention approved the Constitution for the states to ratify according to the following rule: “The ratification of the conventions of nine
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states, shall be sufficient for the establishment of this Constitution between the states so ratifying the same." Note that the ratification of the Constitution was made subject to the approval of state conventions. This ratification procedure for the Constitution therefore reminds us of the fourth Article V amendment procedure requiring two-thirds agreement in a convention to propose constitutional changes that later become valid where three-quarters of states ratify those changes in conventions. But there is an important difference: the three-quarters threshold for ratifying a constitutional amendment amounts to ten of the original thirteen states present at the Founding. This ten-state amendment ratification threshold therefore creates a higher ratification threshold for amending the Constitution than the nine-state total that was required to ratify the Constitution to begin with—evidence of how strongly the drafters and ratifiers wished to preserve the content of the Founding Constitution.

How should we interpret the choice to entrench in Article V a ratification threshold for constitutional amendments that is similar to the one used to ratify the entire Constitution? And why would the authors of the Constitution create three other rules for constitutional change—rules that were not used to ratify the Constitution? The answers to these questions help us understand constituent power in the United States.

Article V entrenches both powers of amendment and dismemberment, as well as the power of formal constitutional creation, all without stating so in those terms. The four procedures in Article V give political actors the tools to exercise the full scope of powers to change the Constitution, both within the existing constitutional order, so as to retain legal continuity, and also from outside the constitutional order, in order to found a new constitution that leads to legally discontinuous constitutional change. The first two Congress-initiated procedures authorize amendment consistent with the Constitution. The fourth procedure has the widest range. It authorizes both amendment and dismemberment, and it also contemplates the creation of a new constitution. This procedure is substantially the same one used in 1787 to step outside of the Articles of Confederation in order to propose and thereafter ratify an altogether new constitution, except that it requires one more state to approve the change for a successful ratification.

The third procedure—a convention to propose amendments that become valid if ratified by three-quarters of the state legislatures—does not constitutionalize constituent power, but the constituent power may nonetheless choose to make a new constitution using this process. It would thereafter be up
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to political elites and the people to recognize the validity or not of that purported exercise of constituent power. Whether to follow the directions outlined in the constitutional text is the choice of the constituent power alone. That is the lesson of the violation of the Articles of Confederation in 1787. The choice to break from the unanimity rule for constitutional amendment and in turn to adopt a new ratification standard was illegal when judged against the legal standard set by the Articles of Confederation, but it was thereafter legitimated by the popularly-supported ratification of the Constitution according to the new rule of ratification.

There has been only one successful use of the fourth procedure in the history of the United States—and that was the Founding itself. This does not mean that the Founding period is the only instance of the exercise of constituent power in the United States. As Ackerman suggests, constituent power has been exercised many times in U.S. history. The point is not that the fourth procedure is the only way to exercise constituent power; it is instead that the fourth procedure is the only way the Constitution expresses the form that constituent power might take. It may, of course, take others. But this was the only form then known to the Constitution’s authors when they suggested exercising constituent power to ratify the Constitution. The authors of the Constitution knew from their own experience that the codified text is no barrier to constitutional change when the people manifest their will to unmake the constitution and make a new one.

C. Constitutional Design for Formal Alteration

The rules of change in the U.S. Constitution place it in a small group of constitutions that distinguish between amendment and dismemberment. These constitutions authorize dismemberment using constitution-making procedures—and they do so without breaking legal continuity in the regime. These constitutions of course do not use the twin terms amendment and dismemberment, but the idea is evident in their design. The Swiss Constitution, for example, distinguishes in its text between “total” and “partial” revision.100 Partial revision is understood to refer to amendments—changes that cohere with the Constitution—while total revision entails substantially bigger changes that transform the Constitution into something it is presently not.101 We see a similar division of powers between constitution-changing and constitution-making in a few other constitutions of the world,102 namely in Austria,103 Costa Rica,104 and Spain.105 This framework for formal alteration properly attends to both the content and process of constitutional change.
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However, the standard design of the rules of formal alteration in the world’s constitutions today generally does not entrench the differences between constitution-changing and constitution-making powers. As a result, most constitutions do not recognize the important differences between the thresholds for formal alteration and constitutional ratification, and they therefore miss the design possibilities for legally continuous transformative constitutional change. What follows from the standard design of the rules of formal alteration is free rein for courts to distinguish as they deem proper between the constitution-changing and constitution-making powers, and therefore to invalidate formal alterations that in the view of judges amount to transformative constitutional changes—even when those changes are supported overwhelmingly by political actors and the people they represent.

1. The Standard Design of Formal Rules of Change

The standard design of the formal rules of constitutional change features only one unified track for constitutional changes. The standard design therefore does not distinguish between alterations that simply repair or elaborate the constitution and those that remake or replace it. In other words, the overwhelming majority of constitutions define formal alteration exclusively with regard to amendment. This means that the entrenched rules to alter the constitution are not identified in connection with the constitution’s formal ratification procedure. The unified procedure in most constitutions therefore is only rarely entrenched in relation to the procedure recognized by the legal elite and the people as the valid and legitimate way to exercise the power to unmake the constitution.

For example, the German Basic Law recognizes only one way to make alterations to it. Amendments are permitted “only by a law expressly amending or supplementing its text,” and “[a]ny such law shall be carried by two thirds of the Members of the Bundestag and two thirds of the votes of the Bundesrat.”106 The same is true of the French Constitution, which requires the national legislature to approve an amendment proposal before it is ratified in a national referendum, though the president has the power to unilaterally bypass the referendum requirement for proposals made by the government.107 The procedure to alter the Italian Constitution is more complicated, but the general approach remains the same: the constitutional alteration procedure does not distinguish between the power to change or to unmake or replace the Constitution.108 In order to become valid, the national legislature must approve a proposal in each House over two consecutive votes held within three months.109 If the proposal secures two-thirds approval, it becomes valid, but if it fails, one-fifth of one of the two Houses, 500,000 voters, or five autonomous Regional Councils may request that the proposal be ratified in a national
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The scarcity of exceptions to the standard design reinforces the general point: the standard design cannot accommodate the distinction between amendment and dismemberment. The standard design of formal rules of change does not entrench the distinction between the power to merely amend the constitution and the power to make a change that transforms its rights, structure, or identity without breaking legal continuity. Under the standard design, making a change of the larger magnitude instead requires political actors and the people to invest time and resources—as well as to incur the non-trivial risk of failure—to make a new constitution and therefore to break the legal continuity that is valuable and perhaps necessary for stability in a constitutional order.

For courts, the relevant distinction is between constitution-changing and constitution-making. Courts enforce this distinction, although nowhere found in the standard design, by invalidating what is viewed as a transformative constitutional change brought about through the formal alteration procedures for constitutional amendment, when such change should have been brought about, in the view of the courts, through the relevant constitution-making procedures. However, there is plenty of evidence to suggest that courts do not enforce this distinction consistently or on replicable grounds.

3. The Consequences of the Standard Design

Consider a pair of cases from Turkey. They show how inconsistently courts can apply the constitution-changing/-making distinction. A preliminary point is important: the Turkish Constitution authorizes the Constitutional Court to invalidate constitutional alterations when they have been made in violation of the procedures of constitutional change; the Constitution does not authorize the Court to evaluate the content of amendments for coherence with the Constitution.111

In a 2008 judgment, the Constitutional Court struck down as unconstitutional a set of amendments on wearing headscarves in universities.112 The basis of the Court’s decision was not a violation of the Constitution’s amendment procedure. It was instead rooted in what the Court saw as a violation of the constitution-changing/-making distinction—a distinction that the Court incorporated into the narrowly-worded authorization it is given to review constitutional amendments for procedural correctness alone. The Court
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imported this substantive restriction into the procedural test through Article 4 of the Constitution, which elevates several principles to the status of unamendable characteristics of the Turkish Republic. The relevant unamendable principle in this case was secularism, which the Court held had been violated by the constitutional amendment that allowed lifting the ban on wearing headscarves in university.

Before the Court could enforce this content-based restriction on constitutional change, it first had to find a way to incorporate substantive review into the narrow procedural review that the Constitution authorizes it to perform. In a twist that Andrew Arato believes is “very strong, even foolproof,” the Court defined the problem in terms of competence: the Court explained that it could not approve the correctness of the amendment if the amendment violated the substantive restriction on what could be amended—here, secularism—because such an amendment would be procedurally invalid in the sense of falling beyond the competence of the amending actors. Far from being foolproof, however, this result undermines the textual prohibition on judicial review of amendments on anything but procedural grounds. Nonetheless, even in the face of the Constitution’s prohibition on substantive review, the Court struck down the amendment, invoking the conventional theory of constituent power as the primary reason and specifying that only constituent power can authorize a fundamental change to the Constitution.

The Court’s defiance of the Constitution is problematic in its own right. But it takes on an additional dimension when we see how inconsistently the Court has applied its own precedent.

In a more recent 2016 judgment, the Turkish Constitutional Court held that it could not pierce the veil of procedure to review the substantive constitutionality of an amendment because doing so would render meaningless the Constitution’s ban on content-based review of constitutional amendments. The dispute concerned the Constitution’s rule on parliamentary immunity, under which members of the National Assembly enjoy broad immunity for statements, views, and votes in connection with their parliamentary functions, meaning they cannot be arrested, interrogated, detained, or tried, and they are immune from criminal sentences during their term of elected service. This rule, however, is subject to the important exception that the Assembly may, by law, choose to lift parliamentary immunity.

114. Id. ART. 2.
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The dispute arose when the Turkish National Assembly adopted an amendment temporarily lifting the Constitution’s grant of parliamentary immunity to legislators. The amendment made possible the prosecution of members of the National Assembly who were under investigation for criminal charges. Some members of the National Assembly filed a constitutional challenge to the amendment, arguing that they were authorized to seek redress from the Constitutional Court under Article 85, which gives members of the National Assembly the right to appeal their loss of parliamentary immunity. The Court rejected their request for judicial review, because although Article 85 would normally authorize the Court to review the lifting of immunity if it had been passed by an ordinary law, this temporary lifting of immunity was not done by ordinary law—it was a constitutional amendment passed using the Constitution’s formal amendment rules. And since Article 148 limits the Court to reviewing an amendment only to the extent that it violates the procedures of constitutional amendment, the Court here could not venture beyond that restriction to evaluate the amendment under its authority conferred by Article 85 because that authority becomes disabled where a constitutional amendment is concerned. Here is the relevant passage in the Court decision:

A Law of Amendment adopted through this procedure cannot be at all the subject of judicial (constitutional) review in terms of its content; the procedural review is possible only within the framework specified by Art. 148. Pursuant to Art. 148, judicial review of constitutional amendments in terms of procedural requirements is restricted to whether the requisite (qualified) majority votes were obtained for the proposal and in the ballot, and whether the prohibition on debates under expedited procedure was observed.120

The Court therefore took an exceedingly narrow perspective on its own power of judicial review. It held that the Court is authorized to review an amendment only for procedural correctness, and that this excludes any procedure—like the one in Article 85—that does not relate to the adoption of an amendment.121 The Court added that reading Article 148 any other way would hollow it and deny it of its intended effect, which was to circumscribe the Court’s authority to review constitutional amendments. The Court affirmed that the challengers could refile their claim under Article 148 but they had no recourse in law under Article 85.122

The Court’s ruling in this Parliamentary Immunity Case takes the position dictated by a plain reading of the Constitution, but it is not consistent with the reading that the Court gave to the same text in the Headscarf Ban Case. This inconsistency is troubling in and of itself. It does not assuage matters to know that the Court has now returned to the correct reading of the Constitution. These two contrary judgments introduce uncertainty in the jurisprudence of the Court on how it will in the future evaluate claims that an amendment is directly to the Constitutional Court, which can annul their loss of immunity if it is not done in accordance with the Constitution. Id. art. 85.

120. Parliamentary Immunity Case, supra note 117, para. 11.
121. Id. para. 13.
122. Id. paras. 14-15.
unconstitutional. These two judgments moreover raise the question whether one or both were driven by constitutional politics instead of constitutional law. In either case, it should not come as a surprise that constitutional politics may offer a better explanation for how a court resolves a claim that an amendment is unconstitutional; the idea of constituent power may be exploited equally by courts and amending actors.

The larger point on the rules of formal alteration is that the standard design does little where it is needed most. First, the standard design invites instability. At a minimum, the rules of formal alteration should prescribe a transparent, predictable, and rational process for altering the constitution. But the rules of change in the standard design fail to distinguish between constitution-changing and constitution-making procedures, the result being that the only lawful way to transform the constitution is to engage in an altogether new constitution-making process and to risk the uncertainty entailed by breaking legal continuity. Second, the standard design does nothing to guard against the judicial manipulation of the rules of constitutional change. As we have seen with case law from the Turkish Constitutional Court, even where constitutional designers limit the power of courts to a modest form of procedural review of constitutional amendments, the possibility and the likely eventuality remain that courts will enlarge their own powers contrary to the separation of powers.

II. CONSTITUTIONAL DISMEMBERMENT: FORMS, THEORY, AND MUTUALITY

Constitutional dismemberment fills a void in the study of constitutional change. It identifies a phenomenon that is increasingly evident around the world; it situates that phenomenon in conceptual terms in the literature on constitutional change; it suggests a judicial doctrine to evaluate constitutional changes; and it is accompanied by a suite of strategies to structure how political actors should change the constitution in a given jurisdiction. In this Part, I explain the idea of constitutional dismemberment by illustrating how and why it occurs. I show that it applies to all constitutions—codified, uncodified, and partially codified. I also introduce the rule of mutuality, the default procedure I suggest for the rules of change in new constitutions that do not entrench two tracks of constitutional alteration.

A. An Amendment in Name Alone

To amend a constitution is to elaborate it in light of experience or to free it from a discovered flaw. This understanding of an amendment begs an all-important question: by what standard are we to judge whether the constitution is in need of an elaboration or a fix? Is the constitution flawed when compared to global norms of constitutional law, to universal values of human rights, to the present views of the people? The answer is in the constitution itself. The structure and design of the constitution suggest how to identify when the constitution warrants an amendment, a concept derived from the Latin ēmendāre, meaning to remove errors or to improve. There are limits, however,
to what counts as error-correction and improvement. An amendment must be
designed to help the constitution better achieve its purpose. A constitutional
dismemberment, in contrast, involves a fundamental transformation of one or
more of the constitution’s core commitments. Consider three examples of
constitutional changes that illustrate a dismemberment in three separate
constitutional forms: Japan’s codified constitution; the United Kingdom’s
uncodified constitution; and Canada’s partially codified constitution.

1. The War on Japan’s Pacifist Constitution

There were calls to replace the Japanese Constitution almost as soon as it
was adopted in 1946. Described by many as “MacArthur’s Constitution,” in
reference to the U.S. General who oversaw its drafting, the Japanese
Constitution has long been regarded as a foreign imposition, not an
autochthonous text reflecting homegrown values. As early as 1955, the
newly-formed Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) made it a central plank in its
platform to rewrite the Constitution in order to give Japan its own charter of
independence—a pledge that has long remained in the party platform. The
LDP has yet to complete its constitution-remaking mission, but it is inching
ever closer to it under Shinzo Abe, the leader of the LDP and Japan’s current
prime minister.

The LDP’s main target for constitutional change is the Constitution’s
Peace Clause. The Peace Clause, entrenched in Article 9, commits Japan “to
an international peace based on justice and order” and cements into law the
Japanese people’s vow to “forever renounce war as a sovereign right of the
nation and the threat or use of force as a means of settling international
disputes.” At its creation, the Peace Clause was imposed by the laws of
conquest into the law of Japan as a permanent reminder, according to one
scholar, of the consequences of defeat. Political actors mounted serious
efforts to amend Article 9 almost immediately in order to remove the stain of
conquest, but each of them failed, as did all others through the 1990s. In all
cases, one of the main reasons for the failure of constitutional amendment was
the strong public support for the Peace Clause. Popular acceptance of the
Peace Clause has therefore grown over time, proving how social and political
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circumstances can change dramatically in any given country.

Today, Article 9 is a super-constitutional norm that reflects deeply-rooted Japanese popular values. It is seen as the Constitution’s most important provision outside of the preambular assertion of popular sovereignty. The national commitment to peace has become constitutive of Japan’s constitutional identity, a “culturally embedded norm,” and “an anchor of [Japan’s] postwar identity.” This cultural entrenchment of Article 9 did not occur by happenstance. Article 9 was taught as a point of pride to schoolchildren and was used to reinforce the work of the Committee to Popularize the Constitution, which had been convened to organize public lectures, publish books, produce films and songs, and distribute pamphlets to help ease the transition to the new post-war norm of pacifism. Despite its importance, however, the Peace Clause today is not formally entrenched against amendment or repeal. Its susceptibility to change has allowed political actors to undermine the spirit of Article 9, as its text has been interpreted and reinterpreted by an executive agency, the Cabinet Legislation Bureau, to ban only the offensive use of force and to authorize Japan to establish Self-Defense Forces that today operate on one of the world’s largest military budgets. And yet the text of the Peace Clause remains unchanged, still a symbol of Japanese values.

Formally amending Article 9 will be no easy feat. The Japanese Constitution establishes a three-step sequence for constitutional amendment: proposal by a two-thirds supermajority vote in each of the two houses of the national legislature, followed by ratification by a simple majority vote in a referendum, and finally promulgation by the Emperor. Abe’s amendment ambitions face a hurdle not only from an onerous amendment threshold but
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also from a conservative culture of formal alteration that has so far resisted modifying Article 9 and the rest of the Constitution.

Abe has made some progress toward formally altering Article 9 after first suffering a setback. When it became clear to him that he did not have the support needed to alter Article 9 directly, he suggested a two-step solution to change it indirectly: first, to alter the amendment rule from its high supermajority threshold in the legislature to a lower simple majority vote, and then, to deploy the new amendment rule to alter Article 9.\textsuperscript{142} It appeared that Abe was trying to do indirectly what he could not do directly.\textsuperscript{143} Abe’s plan was exposed as a circumvention of the Constitution, and he faced substantial resistance around the country,\textsuperscript{144} notably also from Japanese scholars who stood united against the effort to change the amendment rule despite their opposing views on whether to revise Article 9.\textsuperscript{145} One scholar stated unequivocally that “[p]eople versed in constitutional law share the belief that it is inappropriate to relax the requirements for constitutional revision.”\textsuperscript{146} In spite of this controversy, Abe has persisted with his program in the face of significant opposition. His political coalition gained control of two-thirds of the national legislature in upper house elections in July 2016, giving him the amendment supermajority needed to initiate a popular referendum on amending Article 9\textsuperscript{147}—the first time since the end of World War II that the ruling party or coalition had possessed this power.\textsuperscript{148} Recent elections in October 2017 have further strengthened his hold on power.\textsuperscript{149}

Abe may well succeed in altering Article 9 in the years remaining in his term. But this change to Article 9’s renunciation of war and its attendant commitment to peace will be an amendment in name alone. Its effect will be transformative. It will remove one of the core commitments in the post-war Japanese Constitution. It would be wrong to call such a momentous


\textsuperscript{146} Id.


constitutional change an *amendment* because it would be far from an ordinary amendment. This constitutional change is better understood as a constitutional dismemberment—simultaneously a deconstruction and reconstruction of an essential feature of the Japanese Constitution.

2. *The United Kingdom After Brexit*

Constitutional amendment in the United Kingdom does not occur the same way as it does in countries with a codified master-text constitution. Codified constitutions are commonly amended according to rules requiring forms of higher lawmaking, entailing special procedures and heightened approval thresholds that generally differ from those required for ordinary lawmaking. In the United Kingdom, however, there is no formal distinction between higher and ordinary law. Constitutional amendments are made the same way as ordinary laws: by Parliament, which has the power to make and repeal any law, fundamental or not. The lack of any special procedure or qualified majorities to amend the Constitution of the United Kingdom makes constitutional amendment relatively easier in the United Kingdom than elsewhere in the world.

Yet the Constitution of the United Kingdom shares an important similarity with codified constitutions susceptible to formal amendment: both are hierarchical legal regimes. We can identify laws in both that are constitutional as opposed to ordinary, the former generally being ones that are textually entrenched in a codified constitution or that acquire a special status at the point of enactment or afterward over time. The difference is in how constitutional laws acquire their special status: codified constitutions generally distinguish ordinary from constitutional law in the way the law is made, whether by special procedures or with heightened approval thresholds, while the Constitution of the United Kingdom distinguishes ordinary from constitutional law by the way in which political actors treat the law. As Ian Cram has observed, “there are qualitative differences between say the Fixed-term Parliaments Act 2011 and the Scrap Metal Dealers Act 2013 or the Dangerous Dogs Act 1991.” Some statutes are what Adam Perry and Farrah Ahmed define as a “constitutional statute,” a law that is “about state institutions and which substantially influences, directly or indirectly, what those institutions can and may do.” In the United Kingdom, constitutional statutes
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are a close analogue to formal amendment, though differences remain.\footnote{155}

An example of a constitutional statute is the European Communities Act 1972.\footnote{156} The United Kingdom acceded to the European Economic Community in January 1973 when it passed this law, formally only an ordinary act of Parliament. Accession entailed the incorporation of European law into the law of the United Kingdom, a major constitutional change that was formalized into the body of constitutional law without special authorization. The effect of the Act was transformative: Parliament agreed to accept the European Economic Community’s obligations and privileges, and to accept the legal supremacy of this supranational body by enacting the Act.\footnote{157}

The consequence of this enactment was that any new rule of the European Community would be automatically incorporated into the law of the United Kingdom without needing to pass discrete legislation in Parliament on each occasion that the rule was amended or supplemented with new rules. At the time of the Act, the new rule of automatic incorporation was an important change to the Constitution of the United Kingdom, because, as Dawn Oliver has explained, this new rule “altered the nature” and the exercise of parliamentary sovereignty, the cornerstone to the Constitution.\footnote{158} Over the years, the United Kingdom reinforced its interconnections with Europe through the 1992 Treaty on European Union and the 2007 Treaty of Lisbon, among others. Parliament also passed laws that further integrated the United Kingdom into the European project, including the Human Rights Act 1998,\footnote{159} an act incorporating the rights of the European Convention of Human Rights into the law of the United Kingdom.

The deep integration of the United Kingdom into the European Union has since come to a halt, and it will soon be undone. When the people of the United Kingdom voted in the Brexit referendum on June 23, 2016, they triggered a major period of constitutional change in the United Kingdom that will ultimately result in the country’s withdrawal from the European Union and bring an end to the legal supremacy of the European Union in the United Kingdom. Under the Constitution of the United Kingdom, the vehicle that will legally end the relationship is the European Union (Withdrawal) Bill,\footnote{160} a bill (2017). Whether codified in an aggregated text or not, a constitutional hierarchy develops. See Wim J.M. Voermans, Constitutional Reserves and Covert Constitutions, 3 Indian J. Const. L. 84, 87 (2009).

\footnote{155} These differences have led some scholars in the United Kingdom to speak of “constitutional reform” or “constitutional change” instead of “constitutional amendment.” See Robert Blackburn, Constitutional Amendment in the United Kingdom, in Engineering Constitutional Change: A Comparative Perspective on Europe, Canada and the USA 359, 361 (Xenophon Contiades ed., 2013).
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that will repeal the European Communities Act 1972, terminate the domestic jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice, and instantaneously transform European Union laws into domestic laws, thereby authorizing Parliament to select those laws that will continue to have effect in the country and to eliminate all those that will not.161

The “Great Repeal Bill” will not create a new constitution for the United Kingdom, nor will it amend the Constitution in the conventional sense of correcting an error so as to better achieve its purpose. This bill, and everything it will collaterally entail, will take apart the Constitution of the United Kingdom as it currently exists. It will self-consciously formally end the Constitution’s legally subordinate status to the law of the European Union and it will redesign the architecture of authority in and around the Constitution, returning to the Parliament of the United Kingdom the sovereignty that it ceded forty-five years ago when it enacted the European Communities Act 1972. This constitutional change will neither amend the Constitution nor create a new one. This change is a constitutional dismemberment that transforms a fundamental rule in the Constitution.

3. Canada at Patriation

Canada offers another example of a successful dismemberment. Patriation dismembered the country’s constitutional structure of legal authority using an ordinary method of constitutional change. Some background on the Canadian Constitution is necessary to understand this example.

In contrast to the master-text U.S. Constitution and the uncodified British Constitution, the Canadian Constitution is partially codified and uncodified. Despite these opposing categories, all constitutions—even the ones we can point to as paradigmatically written—are in some measure unwritten insofar as they implicitly incorporate governmental conventions or norms about rights that have constitutional status.162 What sets Canada apart is that its codified constitution expressly recognizes that there is more to it than that which is written. The Constitution itself declares that it is neither fully codified nor uncodified.163 The Constitution defines itself as a non-exhaustive list of what it is and where it can be found, a point the Canadian Supreme Court has recognized in its interpretation of what constitutes the Constitution.164

This unusual constitutional arrangement has understandably confused scholars.165 In an honest acknowledgement of his difficulty understanding the Canadian Constitution, Donald Lutz chose to exclude Canada from his
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influential study of amendment difficulty rather than risk making a mistake measuring the rigidity in the Constitution.\textsuperscript{166} Lutz suggested that he could not produce a definitive count of constitutional amendments in Canada because he could not reliably identify what possesses constitutional status under the Constitution.\textsuperscript{167}

Adding to the confusion is the status of the \textit{Constitution Act, 1982}—the historic document that entrenched the globally admired Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,\textsuperscript{168} finally conferred upon Canada the power to amend its own Constitution,\textsuperscript{169} and introduced the Notwithstanding Clause to the arsenal of weak-form constitutionalism.\textsuperscript{170} Scholars and judges have inaccurately described the effect of the \textit{Constitution Act, 1982}: some have called it an amendment,\textsuperscript{171} others an addition,\textsuperscript{172} and still others a new constitution.\textsuperscript{173} None is quite right. The \textit{Constitution Act, 1982} dismembered the Constitution of Canada as it then existed.

For all the attention it has garnered around the world as the core of the new Canadian model of constitutionalism,\textsuperscript{174} the \textit{Constitution Act, 1982} is not actually a Canadian law. It is in fact a schedule appended to the \textit{Canada Act 1982}, itself a law passed by the Parliament of the United Kingdom.\textsuperscript{175} The preamble of the \textit{Canada Act 1982} acknowledges that the Parliament of Canada “has requested and consented to” the enactment of the \textit{Constitution Act, 1982}. The \textit{Canada Act 1982} accomplishes two major objectives. It enacts the \textit{Constitution Act, 1982} by providing: “The \textit{Constitution Act, 1982} set out in Schedule B to this Act is hereby enacted for and shall have the force of law in

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
Canada and shall come into force as provided in that Act.”

The Constitution Act 1982 also formalizes an extraordinary change in how Canada will thereafter be governed under law: “No Act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom passed after the Constitution Act, 1982 comes into force shall extend to Canada as part of its law.” The changes made by the Constitution Act, 1982 are qualitatively different from what an amendment does; these changes severed Canada’s constitutional cord to the United Kingdom and reconfigured the structure of legal authority.

To appreciate the extraordinary nature of these constitutional changes, we must return to the beginning, when the Constitution of Canada was adopted. In 1867, what we know today as the Constitution of Canada began as the British North America Act, 1867, a statute passed by the Imperial Parliament to govern relations with its most prized colonies across the Atlantic. Since then renamed the Constitution Act, 1867, the British North America Act, 1867 did not provide for its own amendment—an anomaly in contemporary constitutional design since nearly all codified constitutions today entrench at least one rule of change. All amendments to the Canadian Constitution were to be made in London by the Parliament of the United Kingdom, the clearest suggestion that Canada was a possession rather than a sovereign State. This arrangement of estranged amendment continued even after the 1931 Statute of Westminster that otherwise marked the legislative independence of dominion states. The fault was not London’s but rather Canada’s: Canadian political actors could not agree on rules for amendment, so they left the amendment power in London’s hands until Ottawa and the provinces could one day agree on a procedure.

After failing nearly fifteen times to negotiate a domestic amendment rule, federal and provincial actors in Canada finally agreed to a solution. But by then, uncodified rules of change had developed during a half-century of constitutional practice to the point where the Supreme Court could declare that the body of amendment practice had produced a constitutional convention on how to amend the Constitution. That rule was straightforward in its application though not in its interpretation: where an amendment touches on federal-provincial powers, “a substantial degree of provincial consent is required” to
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proceed with amendment.\textsuperscript{183} After securing provincial consent for a proposed change, the federal government would send a joint resolution of both Houses of the Canadian Parliament to the Parliament of the United Kingdom for it to ratify and insert the amendment into the Canadian Constitution.\textsuperscript{184} Every change to the Canadian Constitution followed the same path: agreement in Canada among political actors, and then ratification by the Parliament of the United Kingdom. As a matter of practice, then, the power of amendment belonged to Canada. But as a matter of constitutional law and legal necessity,\textsuperscript{185} the amendment power resided in London.

The Canada Act 1982 abolished the legal authority of the Parliament of the United Kingdom in and over Canada.\textsuperscript{186} A change of this sort is qualitatively different from the corrective improvement that the Twelfth Amendment brought to presidential selection in the United States. It is a change on an altogether different plane of significance, far more consequential than what we commonly associate with our understanding of an amendment. And yet an amendment is how much of the conventional understanding in Canada understands Patriation.

The Canada Act 1982 preserved constitutional continuity between the original and subsequent structures of legal authority in Canada. Yet the dismembering of the Canadian Constitution transferred the locus of domestic constitutional authority from London to Ottawa. In 1867, London had conferred limited legal authority upon Canada and retained for itself a vast reserve of constitutional power. It was only over one century later in 1982 that London ceded that power. The Canadian Constitution was dismembered as Canada finally gained its independence from London. Canada emerged from Patriation with a fundamentally revised configuration of powers; all legitimate authority was now exclusively in the hands of Canadian actors, something that had until then never been true as a matter of law.

B. The Forms of Dismemberment

These constitutional changes in Canada, Japan, and the United Kingdom are not amendments. They may be labelled as such, but they generate an entirely new self-understanding of the constitution whose purpose, for better or worse, is not what it was prior to the change. These three changes transform
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their respective constitutions in a way that does more than merely free the constitution from fault to better achieve its purpose. These changes destroy the core of the constitution and breathe a new purpose into it. The constitution itself might not be replaced in the formal sense but its identity, rights, or structure does not escape the change without substantial modification. This is the phenomenon I identify as a constitutional dismemberment. It is a constitutionally continuous transformation that can occur suddenly in a big-bang moment of constitution-unmaking or gradually by erosion or accretion; it can occur to constitutions both codified and uncodified; and it can occur with the effect of either enhancing or deteriorating liberal democracy. These changes are made using the ordinary rules of amendment, and are often described as amendments or even sometimes as new constitutions. But they are amendments in name alone. Conceptually, they are best understood as dismembers.

1. Constitutional Rights, Structure, and Identity

A constitutional dismemberment alters one or more of the constitution’s essential features—specifically, its rights, structure, or identity. These are related categories. For example, a dismemberment to a constitution’s structure may amount to a dismemberment of its identity. But at a high level of abstraction, these three forms of dismemberment are nonetheless distinguishable from each other and also from smaller-scale constitutional amendments, both corrective and elaborative. A dismemberment of a constitutional right involves the repeal or replacement of a fundamental right protected by the constitution—not just any right but one that is central to the political community. A dismemberment of a constitutional structure entails a clear break from how the constitution organizes the allocation of power, how it balances competing claims to and the exercise of authority, or how its public institutions function. Finally, a dismemberment of a constitution’s identity results either in the extinguishment of a core constitutional commitment or the simultaneous extinguishment of a core constitutional commitment and the adoption of a new one. A core constitutional commitment is neither a right nor a structure but rather a constitutional value. Constitutional values are the foundation of a given regime. They help us rank the regime’s legal rules, moral principles and political commitments relative to each other; they inform the choices political actors make; and they influence how judges interpret the constitution. In this subsection, I offer examples of the constitutional dismemberment of rights in Brazil, Jamaica, and the United States; of structure in Ireland, Italy, and New Zealand; and of identity in the Caribbean.

i. The Dismemberment of Constitutional Rights

We can find examples around the world of each of the three forms of dismemberment—of rights, structures, or identity—some having failed where
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others have succeeded. For example, in the United States, the failed establishment of a national religion would have amounted to a dismemberment of constitutional rights. In the nineteenth century, a constitutional change to recognize the United States as a Christian nation gained support across the country. The idea did not make much progress in Congress, but it persisted in the twentieth century with over fifty-five “Christian Amendment” proposals introduced in Congress since 1947. The Flanders Amendment, named after its sponsor Senator Ralph Flanders, is one such example: “This nation devoutly recognizes the authority and law of Jesus Christ, Savior and Ruler of nations, through whom are bestowed the blessings of almighty God.” Imagine that the Flanders Amendment were reintroduced today as a modern version of the Christian Amendment and adopted in conformity with the formal amendment procedures of Article V. Could we properly call that change an amendment?

The Establishment Clause prohibits Congress from passing a law establishing an official religion, and since 1947 this prohibition has extended to the states. The Free Exercise Clause prohibits Congress—and, since 1940, the states—from unconstitutionally infringing the right to freely practice one’s religion. The Court has interpreted these twin constitutional protections as having one “common purpose” to secure liberty. Were the Flanders Amendment adopted today, it would better reflect its revolutionary effect on the rights protected under the U.S. Constitution to call this change a dismemberment rather than an amendment. Far from continuing the constitution-making project consistent with the existing meaning of the Constitution, the Flanders Amendment would be a profound departure from the present values of the Constitution.

Brazil, for its part, has recently completed a successful effort to dismember a constitutional right. In June 2016, the interim president proposed a constitutional amendment that would limit public spending for up to twenty years, with annual spending growth limited to the inflation rate of the prior year. The purpose of the amendment—which would limit public spending on health and education in addition to other areas of public spending—was to address the increasing budget gap that has encumbered Brazil in recent years as tax revenues have failed to keep pace with rising expenditures.
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This Public Spending Cap Amendment has been met with criticism from many corners despite its capacity to help assuage the economic pressures in the country.\footnote{197}{See, e.g., Anthony Boadle & Marcela Ayres, \textit{Brazil Senate Passes Spending Cap in Win for Temer}, \textit{Reuters} (Dec. 13, 2016), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-brazil-politics/brazil-senate-passes-spending-cap-in-win-for-temer-idUSKBN142203.} The reason for this rests in the Constitution’s entrenchment of social rights. The State commits in its preamble to ensuring the exercise of social rights,\footnote{198}{\textit{Constituição Federal} [C.F.] pmbl. (Braz.).} and this undertaking is reflected elsewhere in the Constitution’s text and in how political actors have enforced it. For example, the Constitution identifies “social values”\footnote{199}{Id. art. 1, § IV.} as one of its fundamental principles and declares that one of its foremost objectives is “to eradicate poverty and substandard living conditions and to reduce social and regional inequalities.”\footnote{200}{Id. art. 3, § III.} The Constitution moreover entrenches an entire section of social rights, including the rights to food and housing.\footnote{201}{Id. arts. 6-11.} Another section explains the components of the country’s social order: the Constitution grants everyone in Brazil the right to public healthcare,\footnote{202}{Id. arts. 196-200.} social assistance,\footnote{203}{Id. arts. 203-04.} and education.\footnote{204}{Id. arts. 205-14.} Workers are given a special catalog of rights—rights to minimum wages, unemployment insurance, and wage-reduction protection—that consists of thirty-four separate parts, evidence of how broadly the Constitution seeks to protect labor.\footnote{205}{Id. art. 7, §§ I-XXXIV.} The entrenchment of these social rights did not come by happenstance; it was a victory for civil society groups whose “mobilized energies” sought “to change the Brazilian reality” with “social demands” that were ultimately translated into an extensive entrenchment of social rights in the Constitution.\footnote{206}{Juliano Zaiden Benvindo, \textit{The Forgotten People in Brazilian Constitutionalism: Revisiting Behavior Strategic Analyses of Regime Transitions}, 15 \textit{Int’l J. Const. L.} 332, 352 (2017).} Unlike the rest of the Constitution, which has undergone roughly one hundred amendments since coming into force in 1988, the protections for social rights have not once been substantively altered.\footnote{207}{See Juliano Zaiden Benvindo, \textit{The Brazilian Constitutional Amendment Rate: A Culture of Change?}, \textit{Int’l J. Const. L. Blog} (Aug. 10, 2016), http://www.icollectblog.com/2016/08/the-brazilian-constitutional-amendment-rate-a-culture-of-change.}

The realization of social rights is likely to be severely compromised with the spending cap now in force. This is not a change of modest proportions; it will impact an entire generation, and its effects could reverberate far beyond that period. Juliano Zaiden Benvindo has put the point well:

It is no wonder that scholars have stressed how this amendment will signal a
change in the Brazilian social contract as it was originally drafted in the Constitution of 1988, a document originated from a broad social participation and wherein social rights have best represented the marriage of that constitutional moment with a new democratic impetus after years of dictatorship. The impact of this Public Spending Cap Amendment on the next generation’s enjoyment of social rights in Brazil, combined with how directly it undermines the Constitution’s founding and continuing commitment to social rights, suggests that it may be more than a simple amendment. Its purpose and effect suggest that it should instead be called a constitutional dismemberment.

We can point to an example of another successful dismemberment in Jamaica. The Constitution of Jamaica is the joint product of an Act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom and an Order in Council in the name of the Queen. On July 19, 1962, Parliament enacted the Jamaican Independence Act, 1962, which set the terms of Jamaica’s independence, and four days later an Order in Council promulgated the Jamaican independence Constitution. Jamaica’s Constitution recognizes a long list of fundamental rights and freedoms, including: the right to life; the freedoms from arbitrary arrest, detention, and inhuman treatment; and the freedoms of movement, conscience and assembly. These and all other rights were inserted into the Constitution in a chapter denominated “Fundamental Rights and Freedoms.” None of them, however, was intended to have a new legal effect. The chapter on rights and freedoms was purely a restatement of existing law: the Privy Council declared that this chapter “proceeds upon the presumption that the fundamental rights which it covers are already secured to the people of Jamaica by existing law.” The text of the Constitution reinforces this point.

In 2011, after decades of—at times sustained and at others interrupted—efforts at constitutional reform, Jamaican political actors adopted a home-grown Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedom as an amendment to the Constitution. Formally, the Charter repeals and replaces the entirety of the original Constitution’s chapter on rights and freedoms. Derek O’Brien and
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Se-shauna Wheatle have explained that the effect of the Charter was to quasi-patriate the Jamaican Constitution insofar as the Charter was passed as an Act of the Jamaican Parliament, reflecting both popular and political consensus on the scope of rights involving the death penalty, abortion, and sexual orientation. There was a political imperative for political actors to support the Charter when it came up for a final vote: the “failure to support the Charter carried with it the risk that opponents could be characterised as . . . preferring a system of rights protection bequeathed by the former imperial power to something rooted in Jamaican soil and reflecting Jamaican values.”

The Charter entrenches rights that might be described as both progressive and conservative. It expands equality rights under law, formalizes the right to a healthy environment, and protects the right to vote in free and fair elections. But it also protects the death penalty and traditional marriage, making both of them immune to constitutional claims under the Charter. This combination of rights has led Arif Bulkan to highlight the contrast it raises: “The 2011 Charter embodies a progressive realization of rights, precisely the kind of evolution that is expected to occur in a maturing society. Juxtaposed alongside these reforms, however, are a number of retrograde provisions that dilute previously existing constitutional protections.”

The Charter also entrenches a significant structural reform that has some consequences for the Constitution’s rights and freedoms. The original Constitution entrenched a derogation clause that authorized Parliament to pass laws that were inconsistent with the Constitution’s rights and freedoms. The Charter repealed that clause, formerly entrenched in Section 50 of the original Constitution. What results from this repeal, when combined with the new menu of rights and freedoms, is a new rights regime beyond the possibility of express derogation by Parliament.

The Charter was entrenched using the rules of formal amendment in the Jamaican Constitution, and political actors identify the Charter as an amendment. In light of the significant effects of the new Charter—to quasi-patriate the Constitution, to entrench new rights and freedoms that sound in local values, and to protect those rights from direct legislative infringement—one would be right to ask whether an amendment is the proper concept to describe the new Charter. It is more accurate to say that the Charter
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dismembered the Constitution’s prior rights regime.

ii. The Dismemberment of Constitutional Structure

We can likewise identify instances of the successful and unsuccessful dismemberment of constitutional structure. Ireland and Italy recently rejected proposals to change the Senate—in the case of Ireland, to abolish the Senate, and in the case of Italy, to reduce its power. In Italy, in December 2016, voters overwhelmingly decided against a major constitutional reform that would have altered thirty-three percent of the entire Constitution, including the structure of the Senate, the constitutional status of the regions, and the confidence relationship between the government and Parliament. This reform proposal was presented to Italians as a simple amendment to be formalized according to the amendment procedures in the Constitution. This constitutional change may have been an amendment in form, but it was not an amendment in content. It would have been a dismemberment.

The same could be said for Ireland. In the fall of 2013, Irish voters narrowly defeated a proposal to abolish the Senate by a margin of 42,500 votes in a referendum split 51.8 to 48.2 percent. Writing prior to the referendum vote, Oran Doyle surveyed the breadth of the proposal and its consequences: it contained over forty discrete amendments intended not only to abolish the Senate but also to reconstitute the legislature as a unicameral parliament, to modify the rest of the Constitution’s parts that were predicated on the existence of a Senate, and to prepare for the transition from bicameralism to unicameralism. We should take care not to overstate matters, because the Constitution confers only quite limited powers on the Senate. Still, although the Senate’s legislative powers are minimal relative to other upper chambers and its representative function is not what it could be were Ireland a federal as opposed to a unitary State, abolition would nonetheless have had substantial consequences for the structure of Irish governance and the country’s politics.

Had the reform proposal been ratified, there would have been seventy-
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five separate alterations to the text of the Constitution, according to one estimate.238 More than the number of alterations, it is their combined effect that matters. Gone would have been the check on the Assembly’s power to pass a bill, as would have been the capacity to delay an Assembly bill for ninety days.239 The same would have been true of the Senate’s other powers, including the ability to refer a bill to the people in a referendum and to have a voice in the removal of judges, the Auditor General, the Comptroller General, and the President.240 More generally, the transformation of the legislature from bicameral to unicameral would have substantially changed legislative representation, the law-making process, the separation of executive-legislative powers, as well as the democratic functions of the Senate.241 This would have been no small change to the Constitution. The proposal was called an amendment but its effect would have been to dismember the Constitution.

A successful dismemberment of constitutional structure occurred in New Zealand not long ago. From 1993 to 1996, New Zealand changed its electoral system from the traditional commonwealth model of first-past-the-post to a modern system of proportional representation.242 Before the reform, New Zealand’s Members of Parliament (MPs) had long been elected by simple plurality vote in single-member electoral districts. Under the reform, MPs would now be elected according to a combination of proportionate votes received by a party and by prioritized candidate rankings.243 What largely prompted the change was dissatisfaction with the status quo: party representation in Parliament had commonly failed to reflect the popular vote, and the single-party governments that had been produced by the old system magnified legitimate concerns about the lack of political accountability in the unicameral legislature.245 The change was the culmination of more than a century-long effort to modernize the country’s electoral rules.246

The result in the binding referendum—voters preferred the mixed-member proportional representation system (MMP) by a margin of fifty-four to forty-six percent247—led Parliament to reform the electoral system by way of
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ordinary legislation. As in the United Kingdom, New Zealand does not have a codified constitution. The Constitution of New Zealand changes principally by law and convention. The New Zealand Parliament was therefore able to make this change by a simple law; it enacted the 364-page Electoral Act 1993, and the Act brought extensive electoral changes into law, specifically to introduce MMP, to create an Electoral Commission, and to repeal the Electoral Act 1956. The Electoral Act 1993 also made significant changes to other laws, including the Constitution Act 1986, the Civil List Act 1979, the Remuneration Authority Act 1977, the Local Elections and Polls Act 1976, the Ombudsmen Act 1975, and the Public Finance Act 1989.

Twenty years since the first election was held under the new MMP, we can perceive significant institutional, behavioral, and policy consequences, over and above its constitution-level changes. In contrast to the results under the old first-past-the-post system, no party has since won an outright majority of seats, in large part because more parties are now competing in and winning races under this new system. It is undeniable that MMP has had a transformative effect on the Constitution. The Electoral Act 1993 has “dramatically altered the constitutional dynamics of New Zealand” and “introduced more complexity and uncertainty to the process of governing” because it has “shifted New Zealand’s constitutional structure away from the streamlined hierarchy of agency relationships under a plurality electoral system to a structure requiring transactions between political parties for the exercise of political power.” In this light, the Electoral Act 1993 is better seen as a dismemberment of the electoral regime that existed at the time, not an amendment to it.

iii. The Dismemberment of Constitutional Identity

We can likewise demonstrate the dismemberment of constitutional identity. In addition to the example above of the dismemberment of the identity of the Japanese Constitution, the Caribbean offers a fascinating illustration of a partially successful and partially failed dismemberment of the colonial legacy of the countries of the Commonwealth Caribbean.

Many Commonwealth Caribbean constitutions have been dismembered in connection with the establishment of a regional court and the accession of individual States to its appellate jurisdiction as the court of last resort. The creation of this regional court is one step in a larger process of regional
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capacity building toward the eventual recognition of true post-colonial independence.\textsuperscript{253}

In February 2001, ten Caribbean States signed onto the Agreement Establishing the Caribbean Court of Justice, and another two States joined in February 2013.\textsuperscript{254} The Court enjoys both original and appellate jurisdiction,\textsuperscript{255} judges are appointed for the equivalent of life terms (until the age of seventy-two),\textsuperscript{256} the Court is given a full staff and a complement of officers,\textsuperscript{257} and the Court is fully financed.\textsuperscript{258} The Agreement was intended to give the new Court the leading role in developing a Caribbean jurisprudence without threatening the sovereignty of the signatory Caribbean States.\textsuperscript{259}

The Agreement makes the Caribbean Court of Justice the final court of appeal for those countries acceding to its appellate jurisdiction, thereby replacing the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in London.\textsuperscript{260} This is a significant change in legal authority in the region because the Court’s appellate jurisdiction severs one of the remaining colonial vestiges of the legal subordination of the Caribbean to the United Kingdom. The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council has for too long remained the final court of appeal even after the countries of the Commonwealth Caribbean adopted their own independence constitutions between 1962 and 1980—whether because they had grown accustomed to resolving their disputes as a final matter in London, because they were unready to assume control of their own law, or perhaps even because of political pressure to retain the Privy Council.\textsuperscript{261} The rise of the Caribbean Court of Justice signals “the sunset of British colonial rule” in the region.\textsuperscript{262} When the Court exercises its appellate jurisdiction, it applies the constitution, laws, and common law of the country concerned.\textsuperscript{263} The Court is the last word on both civil and criminal matters, as well as on those matters concerning the interpretation of national constitutions.\textsuperscript{264}

Writing before the creation of the Caribbean Court of Justice, Hugh Salmon captured the importance of the institution and why the countries of the Caribbean should finally establish it: “The establishment of a Caribbean Court
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of Justice represents one of those defining moments which will determine our ability as a nation and as a region to take our destiny into our own hands.\textsuperscript{266}

For Salmon, the Court was a necessary indigenous and local institution deeply needed in the region. He questioned the place of London’s court in the Caribbean: “Can we realistically expect such jurisprudence to be fashioned in tune with those aspirations by a judicial body however distinguished which remains remote both in terms of distance and in terms of the depth of understanding which can only arise from local and regional moorings?”\textsuperscript{267} He stressed that it was time to “recognize that the continued existence of a final Court of Appeal located outside the region is an inhibiting factor to the development of an indigenous jurisprudence which is more responsive to the values within our society and our aims and aspirations as independent Caribbean nations.”\textsuperscript{268}

Despite these high aspirations for the Court, only four countries have so far acceded to its appellate jurisdiction: Barbados and Guyana in 2005, Belize in 2010, and Dominica in 2015.\textsuperscript{269} Each of the four signatories formalized its accession either through its domestic formal amendment process, in three cases, or, in one case, through the legislative process as authorized by the constitution. In Barbados, Parliament formally amended the Constitution to remove references to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council and to insert the declarative statement that “a decision of the Caribbean Court of Justice is final and shall not be the subject of any appeal or enquiry in any tribunal or other court.”\textsuperscript{270} In Guyana, the Constitution authorizes Parliament to pass a law authorizing the creation of a court of appeal for the Caribbean, which would serve as the final court of appeal for the country.\textsuperscript{271} Parliament passed such a law in 2004 to implement the Agreement Establishing the Caribbean Court of Justice and, specifically, among others things, to make the Court the country’s tribunal of last resort.\textsuperscript{272} In Belize, the national legislature adopted a constitutional amendment “to remove the Privy Council as the final appellate court for Belize and to replace it with the Caribbean Court of Justice,”\textsuperscript{273} even substituting the words “Caribbean Court of Justice” for “Her Majesty in Council” wherever it appeared in the Belizean Constitution.\textsuperscript{274} Most recently, Dominica adopted a constitutional amendment in which the words “Judicial Committee” were deleted and replaced with “Caribbean Court of Justice”
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where they occurred in the Constitution and inserted a rule that in no case shall an appeal “be brought from or in respect of any decision of the Court of Appeal to the Judicial Committee.” Future accessions to the appellate jurisdiction of the Caribbean Court of Justice are likely to follow this model.

But these constitutional changes are more than mere amendments. Although political actors have formalized them using the procedures of constitutional amendment, these changes accomplish something different from what we understand amendments to do. These changes deconstruct the constitution; they do not continue to build the constitution as it exists. They are transformative alterations that simultaneously unmake the constitution while reorienting it toward a new direction. This turn to a new direction, however, does not constitute a new constitution, since these alterations are formalized within the existing constitution. They are self-conscious, legally continuous efforts to unmake colonial constitutions but do not promulgate new democratic constitutions. These efforts have succeeded in four countries, but they have so far failed in others.

2. Measuring Transformational Change

These examples of constitutional dismemberment around the world—in Barbados, Belize, Brazil, Canada, Dominica, Guyana, Ireland, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the United States—raise an important question: what makes them dismemberments instead of amendments? In other words, how do we measure whether a constitutional change amounts to a transformative one that rises to the level of dismemberment? Let me suggest three possibilities: a change can amount to a transformative one when measured (1) against the founding constitution; (2) against a normative vision of what a constitution should protect; or (3) against the understanding of the relevant actors and the people at the time the change is made. For reasons I will explain below, the third option strikes me as the best one.

The first possible measure turns on what was first in time. What matters here is how different the amended or dismembered constitution will be when compared with the founding constitution. We compare the nature of the right, structure, or identity of the constitution when the constitution came into force at Time One with the same right, structure, or identity of the constitution at Time Two, when the constitutional change is proposed. This is a reasonable approach but it raises two challenges. First, uncovering an original purpose or intent behind a constitutional provision or principle is difficult, to say the least, and indeed in the United States this question is the battleground for arguably the most important constitutional controversies. Measuring change against the original meaning of a constitutional right, structure, or identity is unlikely to yield agreement on what precisely constitutes that original meaning. In addition, the original meaning of a constitutional right, structure, or identity
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may have since been superseded by a new informal understanding that better reflects what the constitution means. In such a case, it would be better to measure the nature of the change against that existing understanding rather than against an obsolete one.

The second possible measure turns on *first principles*. What matters here is how different the amended or dismembered constitution will be when compared with a normative vision of what a constitution should protect. We compare the nature of the right, structure, or identity of the constitution in the present with the same right, structure, or identity of the constitution at Time Two, when the constitutional change is proposed. If the proposed change is inconsistent with the existing constitution and would yield a constitution that better conforms with what we believe a constitution should look like, we can identify the change as a dismemberment. The challenge with this approach is its normativity. How can we reliably measure what should be in a constitution and what a constitution should look like and protect? This is as much a culturally and politically dependent answer as it is one of time and place. What was once morally accepted, such as the sale of persons as chattel, is today rejected, and what may today be morally accepted, such as the eating of animals, may tomorrow be rejected as immoral. Agreement about what is right is unlikely.

I choose a third measure of significance: I focus on neither what was first in time nor what is rooted in contestable first principles and instead focus on what, according to the relevant actors at the moment of the proposed change, was *first in their minds*. What matters here is how different the amended or dismembered constitution will be when compared with the understanding of the relevant actors and the people at the time the change is made. We compare the nature of the right, structure, or identity of the constitution as it is presently understood with how the change to some right or structure or the identity of the constitution is understood at Time Two. What is in the minds of those governed by and operating under the constitution determines whether the change is a simple amendment or a bigger dismemberment. In other words, the self-understanding of the relevant actors—do they believe themselves to be amending or dismembering the constitution—will indicate whether the change amounts to a transformative one. A dismemberment, after all, is a self-conscious effort to repudiate an essential characteristic of the constitution and to dismantle one of its fundamental constituent parts while at the same time building a new foundation rooted in principles contrary to the old. A change is a dismemberment where the relevant actors understand themselves to be engaged in such a transformation.

The theory of constitutional dismemberment is not rooted in a normative understanding of the constitution. It is concerned less with defending liberal democracy than abiding by the constitution as it is conventionally understood. What matters is the present constitutional settlement and how changes are made to it. Constitutional dismemberment takes no prior view of what a constitution should do, entrench, or protect. Constitutional dismemberment instead sets as its baseline the present commitments and understanding of the
Constitutional Amendment and Dismemberment

constitutions and from there evaluates whether a constitutional change breaks so significantly with that baseline so as to amount to a transformation of a fundamental constitutional right, structure, or identity. A constitution, then, may be dismembered either to improve liberal democratic outcomes or to weaken them. We can accordingly speak of the dismemberment of the Turkish Constitution from democratic to authoritarian, just as we can interpret the Civil War Amendments as dismembering the infrastructure of slavery in the U.S. Constitution. Whether a change enhances or deteriorates liberal values is unrelated to the more important inquiry into the nature of a change as either an amendment or a dismemberment.

3. Content and Procedure in Constitutional Change

The problem is that political actors make transformative constitutional changes like these often without assembling the deep popular support such significant changes ought to command. This problem is the consequence of the standard design of the rules of change, which rarely distinguish between changes that amount to mere amendments and those that rise to the level of dismemberment. The standard design instead generally entrenches one procedure to modify anything in the constitution, from small aesthetic changes to more dramatic ones that shift the locus of authority, diminish or enhance a right or liberty, or reconstruct the infrastructure of government. In other words, the standard design does not vary the procedures of change according to the content of the change itself. This standard design is short-sighted in treating all changes the same way.

I have already identified a small number of constitutions whose rules of change properly vary the procedures of change according to the content of the changes. The Austrian, Costa Rican, Spanish, Swiss, and U.S. Constitutions implicitly authorize amendments using a lower threshold of agreement than required for dismemberment. But there is a third design—call it the modern design—that is more nuanced than both the standard design and the few existing examples of constitutions that distinguish between amendment and dismemberment.

The South African Constitution reflects this more modern design. It explicitly entrenches multiple thresholds of escalating difficulty, each specially designated for use in connection with particular parts or provisions of the Constitution. In the case of South Africa, three thresholds purport to cover the universe of constitutional alteration. The highest threshold, requiring the approval of three-quarters of the National Assembly and two-thirds of the National Council of Provinces, must be used for changes to the rules of formal alteration and to the Constitution’s declaration of constitutional values. The intermediate threshold requires two-thirds approval in both the National Assembly and the National Council of Provinces; it must be used for changes to provincial rights, powers, or other provincial matters including the National

Council of Provinces. The lowest threshold—two-thirds approval in the National Assembly—is the default procedure for alterations not otherwise allocated to another threshold.

The Canadian Constitution is similar in its escalating design. It creates five related procedures for formal alteration, each designated for use in connection with specific parts of the Constitution. The lowest threshold authorizes provinces to amend their own constitutions. The next-lowest threshold confers an analogous power on the Parliament of Canada to amend the provisions relating to Parliament itself. The third threshold authorizes the two Houses of Parliament to make alterations affecting “one or more, but not all, provinces” with the consent of the legislative assemblies of those affected provinces. This procedure must be used for changes involving provincial-federal matters that have regional but not national scope. The fourth requires the approval of both Houses of Parliament and of each provincial assembly. It must be used for changes to Canada’s relationship with the monarchy, the right to provincial representation in the House of Commons relative to the Senate, Canada’s official languages beyond their provincial or regional use, the composition of the Supreme Court of Canada, and Canada’s formal alteration procedures themselves. The final procedure serves as the default change mechanism: it requires approval from both Houses of Parliament and from the provincial assemblies of at least two-thirds of the provinces whose aggregate population amounts to at least half of the total population. In addition to its use as a default procedure for changes not otherwise assigned, it also applies to specifically enumerated changes, including those involving proportional representation in the House of Commons, the powers and membership of the Senate, the method of senatorial selection, matters concerning the Supreme Court of Canada for all items except its composition, the creation of new provinces, and the boundaries between provinces and territories. As I will explain below, we can build an effective structure of the rules of change drawing in part from the features of this modern design.

C. The Rule of Mutuality

The rule of mutuality is the core prescription of constitutional dismemberment for new constitutions. The rule of mutuality combines the modern design’s escalating framework for rules of change with the basic features of those constitutions that entrench the distinction between amendment
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and dismemberment. This combination generates an escalating structure of rules of change with procedures of variable difficulty keyed to the content of the proposed change. The more significant the change, the more onerous the procedure: the degree of difficulty rises in terms of the degree of direct or mediated popular support needed to approve the change. At the high end of the scale of difficulty, the rule of mutuality requires symmetry between the procedure required to dismember the constitution and the procedure originally used to ratify it. There are some exceptions to the symmetry principle in the rule of mutuality.

1. Instability in Constitution-Making

Constitutions around the world are changing in ways that defy our expectations about how they should. In recent years, political actors have exploited the formally democratic institutions of constitutional change to make new constitutions that masquerade as amendments. They have, in other words, sought to dismember the constitution using the ordinary procedures of amendment—to unmake the constitution using the procedures designed to perfect it. From Colombia to Hungary, Egypt to Honduras, Turkey to Russia, and also in the countries of the Commonwealth, we have seen increasing evidence that the rules of formal constitutional change are inadequately designed to combat what French constitutional theorist Georges Liet-Veaux first described in 1943 as “fraude à la constitution.”

Constitutional fraud occurs when political actors abide by the letter of the constitution’s rules but intend to violate its spirit. Political actors’ strict adherence to the text makes it possible for them to claim the mantle of legality all the while acting illegitimately.

It is no secret what drives political actors to commit constitutional fraud or to smuggle transformative constitutional changes through easy constitution-changing procedures; they understandably wish to avoid the risk of failure that attends the creation of a new constitution. Jon Elster has observed that “new constitutions almost always are written in the wake of a crisis of exceptional circumstance of some sort.” As a result, “the task of constitution-making generally emerges in conditions that are likely to work against good constitution-making.”

What exacerbates these challenging beginnings of the constitution-making process are the competing interests that may exist in the effort to achieve a constitutional settlement: there is often misalignment among the personal interests of constitution-makers, the group interests of the identity-based or subnational groups, and the institutional interests of the bodies created for the purpose of creating the constitution or of the bodies to be created by the
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A good solution to the problems that prompt the constitution-making process is therefore unlikely to emerge or be sustainable. These competing interests in constitution-making are not constrained as they would be in a legal and transparent process that begins and ends within an existing constitutional order. Where political actors are bound by known and identifiable procedures of change—and where there is a political culture of adhering to them or where pressure is applied to abide by them—the outcome is likely to differ because the constraints can more effectively guide them toward a legal fix. The current debate in the United States about convening a constitutional convention to write a new constitution illustrates both the real and perceived risks in constitution-making. Scholars may agree with Sanford Levinson that the U.S. Constitution is broken, but they have so far resisted his call to action for a new constitution, largely out of fear of a “runaway convention,” the concern being that the convention process cannot be regulated by law and that anything is possible when political actors step outside of the constitution to remake it. The reality, however, is that the content of constitutions is “sticky,” as eighty percent of a constitution generally survives after its rewriting, suggesting that a new U.S. Constitution would remain much like what it is today.

The theory of constitutional dismemberment privileges evolution and transformation while maintaining legal continuity. It invites changes big and small to occur within the same regime without requiring political actors and the people to step outside of the constitution in order to fix a problem, real or imagined. The challenge of designing the rules of constitutional change is how to compel political actors to check themselves.

2. Transformational Change with Legal Continuity

Consider the Republic of Georgia. Its Constitution has recently undergone a historic transformation. In a series of constitutional changes passed at once, Parliament altered the Constitution from top to bottom, making it virtually unrecognizable when compared to its previous form. Under the Constitution’s formal rules of change, this package of major alterations became official only after two parliamentary approval votes. But Georgian Dream’s
supermajority control of Parliament left no doubt that the package of reforms would pass. And indeed it did—over the President’s initial veto. The reforms will take effect after the next presidential election.

What should concern the people of Georgia is that this major reform amounts to more than mere tinkering with their Constitution. It is a new constitution masquerading as a constitutional amendment. Georgian Dream wrote protections for itself into the Constitution. The political party’s constitutional changes imposed restrictions on the powers of its political opposition, most notably by banning electoral blocs. The reforms consolidate Georgian Dream’s powers by abolishing the existing semi-presidential system that separates powers and encourages bipartisanship. In its place, the reforms create a pure parliamentary system that amplifies the power of the governing majority and gives it free rein to do virtually anything it wants. The constitutional changes also give Georgian Dream the power to stack the judiciary in its favor; now judges of the Supreme Court will be selected by a simple parliamentary vote. Georgian Dream’s reforms also bring new social and political values into the Constitution. They define Georgia as a “social state,” place restrictions on private property, and limit marriage to the union of one man and one woman. The content of these changes makes them more than mere amendments.

This historic constitutional reform should not have been passed with an easy legislative vote that Georgian Dream could dictate with no risk of real opposition, let alone a threat of defeat. This extraordinary constitutional transformation should have been passed with the popular approval of the people in a national referendum. Georgian Dream instead effectively rewrote the entire Constitution without building the popular consent necessary to give legitimacy to a set of reforms so significant that they amount to a new constitution.

No constitutional change should be beyond the power of political actors and the people. The dismemberments Georgian Dream has entrenched into the Constitution should not have been barred by the Constitution or by the judiciary when evaluating the constitutionality of these changes. Nor should Georgian Dream have had to engage the constitution-making process to make these changes and, as a consequence, risk the instability and failure that attends the writing of a new constitution.
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dismemberments using the simple procedures of constitutional amendment. All changes should be possible without breaking legal continuity but not without gathering whatever quantum of agreement from peoples and institutions that is required to legitimate the change.

As dismemberments, these transformative changes demand a higher level of direct or mediated popular consent since their effect is to unmake the constitution—here, specifically, both its fundamental rights and its basic constitutional structure. These changes should have been authorized only by constituent power, which is to say by the configuration of peoples and institutions recognized as validly exercising the constitution-making power in Georgia. As a default rule, where the constitution is silent about what precisely constitutes this configuration of peoples and institutions, the constitution-making power should be understood as that configuration of peoples and institutions used to ratify the constitution at its creation. This is only a default rule, to which some qualifications are attached, including one that recognizes that what is now perceived as a legitimate configuration of peoples and institutions may have since evolved.

3. Redeeming the Theory of Constituent Power

The logic of constituent power has endured for centuries. It has an intuitive appeal inspired by the Lockean ambition of a stable constitutional settlement legitimated by the consent of the governed. But even Locke himself failed to be true to his own theory when he designed the formally unamendable Fundamental Constitutions of Carolina, a constitution he designed to “be and remain the sacred and unalterable form and rule of government of Carolina forever.” There is no constitution more antagonistic to the principle of popular consent than an unamendable constitution that binds the people of tomorrow to the irreversible choices of yesterday.

Yet for all of its theoretical appeal, the conventional theory of constituent power is unhelpful for its lack of operational specificity. To say that a transformative constitutional change may be authorized only by constituent power, as opposed to the constituted powers, gives us a high-level theory but not an applicable practice to translate it into action. Worse yet, its generality creates a space of indeterminacy that makes it possible for courts to exploit the theory when they render judgments on the constitutionality of constitutional alterations like the ones from the Turkish Constitutional Court or elsewhere in the world where the outcomes strike us as incorrect.

Faced with the theory of constituent power that is often less useful than not, we therefore confront a choice. We may content ourselves with the sweeping generalities that characterize the conventional theory of constituent
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power and the consequences of those generalities for the judicial interpretation of constitutional alterations, or we may invest in redeeming the theory by introducing particularities that allow political actors to use and enforce the theory’s basic organizing logic according to the democratic values that underpin it.

I choose here to redeem it. I draw from the difficulty of identifying and enforcing the dividing line between the powers of constitution-changing and constitution-making. I also draw from our earlier reinterpretation of the design of Article V and our exposition of the deficiencies in the standard design of formal alteration. Tying together these different strands, I suggest a rule for how to legitimate transformative constitutional alterations that are inconsistent with the existing constitution: the rule of mutuality. The rule of mutuality may be incorporated into the design of the rules of constitutional alteration. It may also be used where a constitution’s rules of formal change do not distinguish between the procedures to make and unmake a constitution; here, it operates as a default rule where the constitution is silent.

Recall that courts rely on the conventional theory of constituent power to invalidate transformative constitutional changes when political actors make those changes using the ordinary rules of constitutional alteration instead of, according to courts, invoking constituent power to make those transformative changes. Courts see themselves as defending the constitution from significant alteration by anything other than a valid exercise of constituent power. The problem is how to determine when constituent power has acted to validate a major change. The rule of mutuality intervenes to constrain how courts review the constitutionality of constitutional changes by giving observable specificity to the theory of constituent power.

Under the rule of mutuality, a constitution may be dismembered using the same procedure that was used to ratify it. The purpose of the rule is to offer a justification for saving constitutional alterations from invalidation when a court concludes that the change is inconsistent with the existing constitution. The ratifying procedure for a new constitution is recognized as a legitimate vehicle for creating a new constitutional settlement, and that procedure should be sufficient—with exceptions I describe below—to transform the constitution into something different, even contrary, as though a new constitution were being created. Requiring political actors to respect the rule of mutuality avoids the instability that attends the making of a new constitution because the rule authorizes political actors to make big changes within the same constitutional order. Unlike the conventional approach to constitutional change, which disallows revolutionary changes on the theory that they create a new constitution, the theory of constitutional dismemberment and its accompanying rule of mutuality instead authorize political actors to make any change they wish—subject to its legitimation by the relevant bodies—all the while maintaining legal continuity and discouraging the extraordinary judicial action of invalidating a constitutional change.
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The rule of mutuality comprises four factors. Some are qualifications and others are explications. Together they round out the principle of symmetry—between original constitutional ratification and subsequent constitutional dismemberment—that sits at the base of the rule.

The first factor is differentiation: where the entrenched threshold for constitutional alteration is lower than the original threshold for constitutional ratification, only amendments may be made using that lower threshold. For example, assume the codified federal constitution of State A entrenches a threshold for formal alteration requiring a two-thirds supermajority agreement in the bicameral national legislature and a simple majority agreement among the subnational legislatures. Further assume that the constitution was ratified by a majority vote in a specially-constituted constituent assembly followed by a national referendum. Here, the formal alteration threshold requiring two-thirds approval in the legislature could be used only to amend the constitution. We would interpret the differentiated thresholds as specially designed for different purposes; the entrenched rule for formal alteration would be intended to allow only constitutional amendments.

The second factor is unification: where the entrenched threshold for constitutional alteration is the same as the original ratification threshold, we can interpret both powers of amendment and dismemberment as incorporated under that unified entrenched threshold. Unification is evident in the fourth procedure in Article V of the U.S. Constitution: it entrenches the procedure that was used to ratify the U.S. Constitution at the Founding. Here, the formal alteration procedure may be used both to amend and to dismember the constitution. The alteration rule unifies the amendment and dismemberment authorities into a single procedure. Consider more generally a codified unitary constitution for State B establishing the same rule for constitutional alteration as was used for constitutional ratification: a two-thirds supermajority agreement in the bicameral legislature and a national referendum. This makes it difficult to justify a court invalidating a transformative constitutional alteration because this unified threshold suggests the constitutional designers believed there ought to be no difference between the amendment and dismemberment powers.

The third factor is symmetry: we should understand the original constitutional ratification threshold as creating a default ceiling on the threshold required for constitutional dismemberment. Return to the constitutional ratification threshold for State A above: a majority vote in a specially-constituted constituent assembly followed by a national referendum. It would be permissible to dismember the constitution—that is to say, to unmake it by introducing a formal alteration that changed something about the constitution’s fundamental rights, structure, or identity—by using the threshold that had been used to ratify the constitution in the first place. The theory here is that the decision to unmake the constitution must be validated by the same quantum of agreement that originally mobilized behind the choice to make the
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constitution. Where constitutional designers differentiate the rules for alteration and ratification, we can more democratically justify a court invalidating a transformative constitutional alteration made using an amendment procedure, because it suggests that designers wanted to distinguish the amendment and dismemberment powers and to have their different uses enforced. The symmetry between the thresholds to make and unmake the constitution is intended to neutralize claims about the illegitimacy of the change.

The fourth factor is recognition: the ceiling on the threshold required for a valid dismemberment may be lowered where political elites and the people recognize the legitimacy of a dismemberment made using a threshold lower than the one used to ratify the constitution. Return again to the constitution of State A. The ratification threshold was a majority vote in a specially-constituted constituent assembly followed by a national referendum. Ordinarily under the theory of constitutional dismemberment, the rule of mutuality would require political actors to respect this threshold in order to make a transformative change to the constitution. But where the body we call “the people”—the constituent power—has changed in its composition or in its configuration such that political actors and the people recognize as valid a dismemberment made with a quantum of agreement lower than the ratification threshold, this transformative constitutional change must be accepted as a valid exercise of constituent power. Only in rare cases, however, should the threshold ever rise above the quantum required to ratify the constitution to begin with. The theory of constitutional dismemberment does not seek to discourage constitutional changes but rather to invite political actors and the people to take active ownership of their constitution. The point here is simply that the nature of constituent power can change over time.312

Together, these four factors suggest that new constitutions should entrench an escalating structure of the rules of constitutional change within a two-track framework that creates differentiated procedures for amendment and dismemberment. For example, a new constitution should have one set of procedures for amendment that is less onerous than the ratification procedure entrenched as the dismemberment rule. In a federal State, dismemberment might require a three-quarters approval vote in each house of the bicameral legislature along with the approval of three-quarters of the legislatures of the subnational states for dismemberment. In that same State, constitutional designers could entrench an escalating structure of amendment procedures: beginning at the least onerous end of the scale with agreement by two-thirds in a single subnational state enough to make changes to its own constitution, mirrored by a two-thirds rule for changes by the national legislature regarding constitutional matters regulating its own affairs. The next highest threshold of change would involve a two-thirds approval vote in the national legislature as well as a simple majority vote in the legislatures of the subnational states when involving matters of national significance. What results from this escalating
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structure of the rules of change is a hierarchy of constitutional importance that suggests that the higher the degree of entrenchment under the rules of change, the more important those higher-entrenched provisions or principles. It would make sense, then, to protect the fundamental rights, structure, and identity of the constitution from constitutional alteration unless one of these is dismembered according to a high threshold that leaves little question about the validity of the constitutional consensus that has formed behind the change. This escalating structure would have its own internal logic based on the degree of relative insulation from alteration the provisions or principles are given under the entrenched rules of constitutional change.

III. DISMEMBERMENT IN CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS

The distinction between amendment and dismemberment suggests answers to important questions in constitutional change today. Three of the questions at the forefront of debates on constitutional change are: (1) how the rules of change should be designed to prevent liberal democratic degeneration; (2) whether courts should have the power to invalidate constitutional changes that judges believe amount to a new constitution; and (3) more generally, whether and how constitutions should be made to endure. The theory of constitutional dismemberment offers an approach to each.

A. The Problem of Liberal Democratic Degeneration

The new wave of scholarship in constitutional change is concerned principally with what we might call democratic degeneration. The basic claim of the new wave is that political actors around the world are increasingly exploiting the mechanisms of constitutional change to undermine the liberal values of constitutionalism, and the tasks of constitutional scholars, judges, and designers are, respectively, to develop theories, apply doctrines, and engineer constitutions to prevent these attacks on constitutionalism.313 Yet the new wave

Constitutional Amendment and Dismemberment

does not explain why its normative view of constitutionalism should be the standard for evaluating the world’s constitutions.

I. The New Wave

This new wave of legal scholarship in constitutional change builds on the older scholarship in political science on competitive authoritarianism, a term used to refer to regimes that are democratic in form but authoritarian at their core. As Steven Levitsky and Lucan Way have theorized, “[i]n competitive authoritarian regimes, formal democratic institutions are widely viewed as the principal means of obtaining and exercising political authority. Incumbents violate those rules so often and to such an extent, however, that the regime fails to meet conventional minimum standards for democracy.”314 Scholars have observed this phenomenon around the world.315

For new wave scholars, Hungary is a leading expositor of liberal democratic degeneration. The common view is that the Fidesz Party in Hungary has at best severely damaged democracy and the rule of law and at worst destroyed it.316 This populist nationalist party has used its elected parliamentary majority to introduce constitution-level and sub-constitutional reforms that have been described as conservative and Eurosceptic.317 The field of constitutional change is moving toward consensus on these reforms: they are formally legal but substantively illegitimate because, although political actors acted in strict compliance with democratic procedures, they made non-democratic changes to the polity. Hungary’s new Constitution of 2012 is one of David Landau’s examples of this phenomenon, which he terms “abusive constitutionalism.”318 The Constitution has been criticized both for the way it was adopted and for its content. As to its adoption, the Venice Commission has observed that it lacked transparency and dialogue between the government and the opposition, provided little opportunity for public debate, and was adopted too quickly.319 The Venice Commission also observed that the Constitution
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limits the powers of the judiciary, undermines the separation of powers, and insufficiently protects fundamental rights.\textsuperscript{320}

Critics contend that Hungary’s Constitution does not meet our expectations for constitutionalism. Kim Lane Schepppele has argued that this new constitutional framework raises obstacles to “constitutionalism and democracy” in the country.\textsuperscript{321} According to Gábor Halmai, Fidesz enacted the new Constitution “not with the intention to entrench constitutionalism, but rather to constitutionally entrench its political preferences by weakening checks and balances of its power, and guarantees of rights.”\textsuperscript{322} All of this has led Renáta Uitz to suggest that Hungary is an illiberal democracy in formation, if not in present reality. The governing regime has entrenched itself in power, eroded checks and balances on its power, and been unwilling “to comply with minimum standards of constitutionalism.”\textsuperscript{323}

There are as of yet no good solutions to the problem of liberal democratic degeneration. New wave scholars themselves recognize as much, conceding that the current generation of constitutional design has not innovated the tools to combat it, assuming it is even possible to rely on formal rules to discipline the exercise of political authority in regimes with weak traditions of the rule of law.\textsuperscript{324} This is perhaps why Halmai has suggested that the answer, if indeed there is one, is to develop a democratic culture that conforms to the values of liberal constitutionalism.\textsuperscript{325} Another solution offered to the problem of liberal democratic degeneration is more concrete. It relies on courts to evaluate the constitutionality of constitutional changes against the standard of transnational norms in democratic constitutions. As Rosalind Dixon and David Landau explain, this strategy relies on courts to consider “institutional practices and jurisprudence across a range of other democratic constitutional systems.”\textsuperscript{326} Courts, they say, should compare the domestic constitutional change against the global practice of democracies and then invalidate a constitutional change that does not fit within the range of what the global community of liberal democratic constitutions deems acceptable.

\section*{2. \textit{National Constitutions and their Purposes}}

The ambition to constrain constitutional change in the service of liberal
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democratic values is admirable, but it is a normative ambition that is not common to all constitutions, nor should it be. Constitutions have both functional and aspirational purposes, and the two should remain distinct, given that all constitutions have similar functions but not the same aspirations. There is much more to say about the relationship between a constitution and constitutionalism than is possible here, but as a basic matter, we can understand a constitution as a set of rules for governance—rules that are aggregated or disaggregated in one or more texts, are rooted in shared understandings of norms that filter through laws and regulations, and are refined and reinforced by practices that shape how political actors interact with themselves and the governed. Functionally, a constitution separates powers by creating an internal structure of authority that serves as a referent for disputes: it identifies either expressly or by practice the class of persons bound by its rules; and it adopts explicitly or implicitly a purpose to guide the conduct of its governors. Constitutionalism, for its part, is a culturally-specific sociological principle that concerns how a constitution is lived, how its rules are practiced, and how the governed and the governors perceive themselves in relation to it and each other. What new wave scholars fail to acknowledge is that liberal democratic constitutionalism, like a liberal democratic constitution, is only one of many possible variations.

Neither a constitution nor constitutionalism necessarily entails acceptance of or adherence to values of liberal democracy however much we may want countries and peoples to honor them. A constitution is a vessel with no predetermined intrinsic moral or ideological orientation. It may be deployed for any purpose given to it. A constitution can, of course, aspire to a higher moral purpose than its basic functions of creating, describing, and governing the structure and operation of government. But a constitution remains a constitution whether or not it conforms to the modern vanguard of liberal democratic constitutionalism. The recent scholarship on authoritarian constitutions shows that these constitutions are as much constitutions as any other.

Take the Hungarian case for example. To say that it does not respect the expectations of constitutionalism is inaccurate unless one has a normatively-grounded understanding of constitutionalism. However, scholars who criticize the Hungarian Constitution for failing to meet the standards of liberal constitutionalism are in fact right. Leaders in Hungary have made no secret of their intention to depart from the dominant Western conception of liberal constitutionalism. Indeed, the Prime Minister publicly disclaimed any aspiration to liberal democracy in a speech he delivered after he and his party were reelected:

What is happening in Hungary today can accordingly be interpreted by stating that the prevailing political leadership has today attempted to ensure that people’s personal work and interests, which must be acknowledged, are closely linked to the

---

life of the community and the nation, and that this relationship is preserved and reinforced. In other words, the Hungarian nation is not simply a group of individuals but a community that must be organised, reinforced and in fact constructed. And so in this sense the new state that we are constructing in Hungary is an illiberal state, a non-liberal state. It does not reject the fundamental principles of liberalism such as freedom, and I could list a few more, but it does not make this ideology the central element of state organisation, but instead includes a different, special, national approach.329

To the extent that concerns about liberal democratic degeneration have led scholars to endorse the idea that illiberal constitutional changes should be invalidated, their approach betrays normative priors that are not universally shared as a descriptive reality, whatever we may hope as an aspirational objective for the world.

The argument that domestic constitutional changes should be constrained by a transnational core rooted in the values of liberal constitutionalism raises a problem of the same kind but of a different degree. It is one thing to critique the implementation of a constitution for failing to live up to the standards one believes best reflect the aspirations of liberal constitutionalism. But it is quite another more serious intrusion into a nation’s sphere of sovereignty and the self-determination of its peoples to impose on a national constitution a requirement of conformity with the values of others. Requiring conformity with transnational values—not to mention the problems involved in identifying what those values are and how they are to be enforced against a set of contextual facts and institutions—undermines the fundamental purpose of having a national constitution at all.

3. The Constitution of Consent

A more promising solution to the problem of liberal democratic degeneration might not be a constitution-level fix. It could be a fix that comes from below in the interactions of the people and their representatives in government. Doyle has suggested that unwritten constitutional norms—or constitutional conventions—can better manage constitutional change.330 Though he was writing specifically in the context of a transition from one constitutional order to another, Doyle’s insights are transferable to constitutional changes within the same order where those changes revise the operating framework of the existing constitution. This is to say that, rather than amending the constitution, those changes would instead seek to dismember it.

Doyle argues that constitutional change should be constrained principally by social rules internal to the polity governing how democratically accountable political actors are to undertake and manage constitutional change. Doyle has two principal objectives in his project: (1) to ensure, as much as possible, a

majoritarian foundation for major constitutional change and, relatedly, to resist the use of minoritarian controls on constitutional change to the extent the values advanced in the use of those controls do not converge with majoritarian preferences; and (2) to encourage political actors to self-regulate their conduct consistent with the views of the popular majorities to which they are accountable. Doyle’s approach is similar but distinguishable from Halmai’s suggestion that, in the Hungarian case, the solution is to develop a democratic culture of liberal constitutionalism. Doyle does not set the values of liberal constitutionalism as the limiting reagent to legitimate constitutional change. Instead, he argues that constitutional change should be constrained by democratic principles—but importantly only where “democratic majorities themselves . . . determine the contours of their democracy.”

Of course, the limit to Doyle’s approach is that it relies on the good faith of the political actors who operate the levers of change to restrain themselves from exploiting their powers. Yet there is something appealing from a democratic perspective about the majoritarian foundations of Doyle’s theory of conventional constraint. It rejects the minoritarian doctrine of unconstitutional constitutional amendment, yet it nonetheless seeks a way to protect the constitution from illegitimate changes.

There is an abundance of scholarship today on the judicial review of constitutional amendments. Yaniv Roznai’s scholarship is the most innovative to date, drawing on his fluency in multiple jurisdictions and disciplines to enrich our understanding of this deeply contested judicial practice. Roznai’s more recent work suggests a spectrum theory of constitutional amendment powers. For Roznai, the more closely the amending actors embody constituent power, the more deference courts should afford them when reviewing the constitutionality of a constitutional amendment. In contrast, the closer the amending actors reflect an ordinary constituted power, the less deference courts should give them when reviewing one of their constitutional amendments. This is a sophisticated theoretical framework, but it does not translate constituent power into a quantifiable measure of what constituent power looks like. The rule of mutuality seeks to fill that void where a constitution is silent; the optimal solution is to entrench procedures for partial and total reform in the rules of change themselves.

The theory of constitutional dismemberment offers a way to quantify the democratic majorities needed to validate a major constitutional change, even where the change runs counter to the existing constitutional framework. The rule of mutuality authorizes democratic majorities to make major constitutional
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reforms using the same or similar procedures used to ratify the constitution in the first place. Under the principle of symmetry in the theory of constitutional dismemberment, a constitution may be dismembered using the original ratification threshold. Importantly, the original threshold sets the default ceiling that political actors should observe to dismember the constitution. Political actors may dismember the constitution using a lower threshold where it is clear that the change is supported by a substantial democratic majority that reflects the considered judgment of the political community. Conventional understandings are a helpful standard to constrain political actors in determining what does and does not claim substantial democratic majority support. It is a contextual inquiry and, to be sure, one that requires political actors to restrain themselves; however, the principle of symmetry quantifies the upper limit of the majorities needed for the change.

Whether or not a given major constitutional change is consistent with liberal constitutionalism is irrelevant to the inquiry. Recognizing that the people of one country may wish to define their polity according to values that differ from those defining another, the theory of constitutional dismemberment does not impose substantive parameters on what changes are permissible or good in a normative sense. What matters instead is the quantum of popular support for the change. Just as the theory of constitutional dismemberment must credit as democratically legitimate the Civil War Amendments that destroyed the infrastructure of the United States’ slavery Constitution, so too must the theory credit a constitutional change that dismembers Japan’s pacifist Constitution, Brazil’s social Constitution, and indeed any other transformative yet legally continuous constitutional change that earns the support of a substantial democratic majority of the relevant people.

As I will illustrate further below, this is not a strictly proceduralist approach to constitutional change. The heart of the theory of dismemberment is a careful evaluation of the substantive implications of the change for the constitution. The kind of identified change—whether an amendment or a dismemberment—will determine the procedures political actors should follow to incorporate the change into the constitution. This approach is therefore driven by the relationship between content and procedure and equally by design and necessity.

### B. The Problem of Juristocracy

One of the most important trends in constitutionalism since the last great war is what Ran Hirschl has described as “juristocracy”—the rise of courts to the highest seat of power.\(^ {335} \) Political actors have chosen, for strategic reasons of hegemonic self-preservation, to confer the power of judicial review on courts. Over time, juristocracy has brought increasingly more matters into the purview of judicial authority, leading to what Hirschl has called the judicialization of “mega-politics,” described as “core political controversies

that define the boundaries of the collective or cut through the heart of entire nations." These controversies include matters commonly thought to raise distinctly political questions: macroeconomic planning, national security, electoral procedures, secession and independence, the formation of collective identity, and the kinds of nation-building processes that have historically remained beyond the realm of judicial control. The problem of juristocracy is therefore a problem of democratic participation; courts commonly suffer from a democratic deficit relative to other political branches insofar as courts are out of the reach of electoral politics and the accountability they entail. The rise of courts as a check on the power of constitutional alteration is an aggravated manifestation of juristocracy.

Constitutional dismemberment contemplates a role for courts but avoids the problem of juristocracy raised by the power to invalidate a constitutional amendment. The role for courts under the theory of constitutional dismemberment is catalytic, not obstructive. Courts retain an important function in the review of constitutional alterations, but they should take a defensive, collaborative, and constructive posture to the amending actors, rather than a confrontational one.

1. In Defense of the Constitution

The purpose for judicial review of constitutional alteration should not be to compel the people and their representatives to adopt a particular set of liberal democratic norms. The better purpose should be to ensure that the people and their representatives have expressed their considered judgment about the changes they wish to make. The objective of the court should not be to defend liberal democracy but rather to defend the constitution itself.

Two cases from Honduras highlight the problem of juristocracy in the context of constitutional change. The Honduran Constitution limits the president to only one four-year term and makes the provision entrenching this term limit formally unamendable. Then-President Manuel Zelaya tested this provision when, in 2009, he proposed a referendum on whether the unamendable term limit should be amended to allow him to extend his presidency. The National Congress ousted Zelaya and named Roberto Micheletti the new president, while the Supreme Court approved a military order to detain Zelaya on charges of treason and abuse of authority. The...
Court enforced the constitutional text as written, interpreting the formally unamendable provision entrenching a single-term limit as definitively barring any extension of the presidential term.

Only a few years later in 2015, the Honduran Supreme Court took the directly contrary position. In a unanimous judgment, the Court rendered inapplicable and without effect the unamendable constitutional provision that established a single-term presidential limit.343 Not too long prior, the Court had supported the removal of Zelaya from the presidency for trying to amend this unamendable provision. There have been other efforts to amend unamendable provisions—most notably a successful attempt in Portugal344—but this Honduran example should strike us as particularly odd in light of the two directly conflicting Supreme Court judgments separated by a period of just six years.

There are good reasons to reject the Court’s 2016 judgment. The Court contradicted itself for what seems to be political, rather than legal, justifications; it broke with recent precedent, and it failed to give reasonable meaning to the Constitution’s unamendable rule against amending term limits.345 There is a deeper reason why the Court’s 2016 judgment was problematic: the Court undermined the Constitution and exercised its extraordinary power of amendment review in order to defend a self-interested view of narrow democratic politics instead of the Constitution’s own pre-commitment to presidential rotation.

Whatever the core of a constitution, the role of a court is to defend it unless there is evidence of substantial popular support to change it. There was no evidence adduced in this Honduran case of popular support for the Court to disapply the unamendable provision of a single-term limit for presidents. We know that this unamendable provision formed part of the core of the Honduran Constitution because its drafters chose to place it beyond the reach of the power of amendment. There are many reasons why constitutional designers would choose to entrench a provision against formal amendment: to formalize a bargain or to preserve a founding norm, to transform the State or to reconcile previously warring groups, or quite simply to express a constitutional value, whether authentic or not. However, at a minimum, we must honor the choice as reflecting one of the constitution’s most important parts, whether functionally, formally, or symbolically, and in any case as part of its core.

The Honduran Supreme Court should not have rendered the provision inapplicable—a decision with an effect amounting to a constitutional dismemberment—without confirming the substantial popular support for such a fundamental change to the core of the Constitution. As it was, the Court


dismembered the Constitution on its own, a role that is not properly the Court’s but rather the people’s.

The rule of mutuality offers a roadmap for how to legitimate a constitutional dismemberment. Here the principle of symmetry in the rule of mutuality is key: the original constitutional ratification threshold creates a default ceiling on the threshold required for constitutional dismemberment. To alter the core of the Honduran Constitution—represented in this case by the unamendable constitutional provision on presidential term limits—the Court should have been satisfied that this threshold had been met by the considered judgment of the people. Yet there was no vote held to undo the unamendable provision—let alone any constitutional alteration at all—because the Court made its extraordinary decision in the context of ordinary litigation. If this Honduran case teaches us anything it is the confirmation of juristocracy and the attendant judicialization of mega-politics.

Where a constitution does not formally entrench anything against alteration, it will be more difficult to identify what constitutes the constitutional core. I have suggested above that a constitution’s core may be located by homing in on its most central rights, its basic constitutional structure, or its values-based constitutional identity. A court can help identify the constitutional core in these cases, though the same risk of judicial self-interest illustrated so clearly by the Honduran case remains a problem without much of a solution internal to the court itself.

2. Collaboration and Confirmation

The conventional theory of constituent power has long insisted that the best way to defend the constitution is to invalidate all transformative constitutional alterations unless those changes are formalized in a new constitution. I have thus far argued that these far-reaching changes—constitutional dismemberments, as I have labeled them—should not be invalidated where the people and their representatives formalize those changes into the existing constitution in accordance with the rule of mutuality. As I have explained, the rule of mutuality authorizes the dismemberment of the constitution where the people and their representatives successfully deploy the same procedure that was used to ratify it. The rule of mutuality reflects the idea of symmetry: the original constitutional threshold used to ratify the constitution creates a default required at a later period for constitutional dismemberment. The rule of mutuality is qualified by the factor of recognition, which holds that the ceiling on the threshold required for constitutional dismemberment may be lowered where legal elites and the people recognize the legitimacy of a dismemberment made using a lower threshold than the one used to ratify the constitution.

Courts can play a catalytic role in evaluating whether to credit a lower threshold as properly reflecting the considered judgment of the people and their
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representatives. Rather than invalidating a constitutional alteration that the reviewing court believes extends beyond the power of the amending actors, the court should not strike down such a change and should instead work collaboratively with those actors to confirm that the change is indeed the product of considered popular judgment. In performing this task, courts can draw from the idea of inter-temporality.

In the conventional theory of constitutional change, courts invalidate constitutional alterations out of doubt that the amending actors represent the will of the people. This is why courts adhere to the binary proposition that a constitutional alteration is either an amendment or a new constitution, and that where it amounts to a new constitution the people must exercise their constituent power to authorize its creation. I have taken an external perspective to show why this binary proposition is flawed. But from a perspective internal to courts in the midst of evaluating the constitutionality of a formal alteration, their concern is that amending actors may be exploiting temporary majorities to make significant changes to the constitution without the assurance that these temporary majorities represent the authenticated will of the people. Temporary majorities may give amending actors the capacity to meet the required thresholds to accomplish major constitutional changes, but these majorities cannot be seen as reflecting the will of the people if they collapse quickly. It is therefore right to interrogate the durability of the majorities that form behind amending actors seeking to make transformative changes to the constitution. Only durable majorities can be legitimately representative of popular will.

The key is to test majorities for their durability. The escalating amendment thresholds we see in Canada and South Africa are insufficient on their own to test the durability of majorities, because a particularly strong but fleeting majority could meet any of those thresholds at any one time. We need a test to evaluate whether popular support for a transformative constitutional change is stable and representative. The idea of inter-temporality recognizes that the strength of majorities is directly proportionate to their stability of time. Supermajority support alone cannot give democratic legitimacy to any popular choice, but a sustainable supermajority over time has a strong claim to representativeness. As Jed Rubenfeld has written, even the “most solemn act of memorialization, backed up by the unanimous vote of every citizen alive at the moment of proclamation, does not guarantee that a nation is in fact committed to the proclaimed purpose or principle.” No single supermajority vote can “claim the full authority of a popular commitment unless it succeeds over time: unless it takes and holds.” Rubenfeld concludes, quite rightly, that “[c]ommitments take time.”

Courts can promote the idea of inter-temporality by advising amending
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actors pursuing a major constitutional change that they should confirm their choice to proceed along these lines. Confirmation could take the form of at least two votes separated by some period of time: the first initial vote according to the constitutionally-required threshold to enact the change and the second confirmatory vote again according to the same threshold. Some constitutions adopt this model of sequential approval separated by the dissolution of the legislature and its reconstitution after an intervening election.351 The interim period between the votes can vary, but a multi-year period can cool passions and delay radical changes,352 though no change should be forbidden altogether. Sequencing multiple votes on major constitutional changes creates opportunities for public discussion and legislative deliberation, invites the people in a constitutional State to express themselves on a given constitutional change, and tests the durability of the support behind a transformative constitutional alteration, thereby neutralizing the risk that a fleeting majority momentarily captures the amendment process.

The role for the court here is not to prohibit a change but rather to raise the costs for amending actors to pursue it. By raising a flag on a transformative constitutional change that the court believes should be held to special scrutiny, judges can signal to the constitutional community that something worth their attention is in the process of happening, though the court should not have the power to stop the change on its own. The power to stop the change should belong only to the amending actors whose choice should be modulated by the will of a durable majority.

3. Supermajority in Constitutional Review

Constitutional review of constitutional amendments today follows the ordinary practice of judicial review of legislation: courts may generally decide by a simple majority to invalidate a constitutional amendment, just as courts may generally invalidate ordinary laws by simple majority. Scholars have inquired whether a simple majority should be sufficient to invalidate an ordinary law.353 It is worth asking just as well whether a simple majority should be sufficient for courts to invalidate a procedurally perfect constitutional amendment.

Return to the Indian cases that created the basic structure doctrine. None of the major cases we have surveyed were unanimous decisions, and indeed two of the three were simple majority judgments that show the degree to which the doctrine itself was contested at the time of its creation. In Golaknath, the Indian Supreme Court split six to five on the question whether Parliament had the power to invalidate a constitutional amendment that in some way violated
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fundamental constitutional rights.\textsuperscript{354} In \textit{Kesavananda}—the decision in which the Court unveiled the basic structure doctrine—judges were split seven to six.\textsuperscript{355} The Court was less than unanimous even in \textit{Minerva Mills}, a case in which judges relied on the basic structure to annul a series of procedurally perfect constitutional amendments.\textsuperscript{356} For a doctrine that has migrated across borders and been adopted by constitutional and supreme courts in every region of the world, its democratic foundations are rather weak. The doctrine of the basic structure in India—and as it has been applied elsewhere—is rooted in the split judgments of the Indian Supreme Court. As I have shown above, these judgments are themselves rooted in the conventional theory of constitutional change.\textsuperscript{357} And as I have also shown, the conventional theory of constitutional change in turn rests on the legal fiction of constituent power that the people actually and mechanically authorize the creation of constitutions.\textsuperscript{358} The more we probe the basic structure doctrine, the more doubts that should occur to us about the strength of its democratic foundations, both in theory and in its application.

The theory of constitutional dismemberment seeks to redeem the theory of constituent power by giving it a clearer, more specific, context-dependent definition. The rule of mutuality is the core of constitutional dismemberment. As I have shown, there are some qualifications to the rule of mutuality, including the factor of recognition, discussed above.\textsuperscript{359} Courts are given an important role in the theory of constitutional dismemberment, but it is not the one they currently exercise in countries around the world, where we have seen them invalidate constitutional alterations. In the theory of constitutional dismemberment, courts would retain the power of judicial review of ordinary legislation, but they would not have the legal authority to invalidate a constitutional alteration. Their role instead would become advisory, and their influence would resonate more in politics than in law. A court would issue advisory judgments on the nature of the transformative change that amending actors are pursuing, and on the quantum of agreement that the court believes is necessary to legitimate that change. The persuasiveness of a court’s advisory judgment on whether to hold a confirmatory vote would vary according to the kind of supermajority vote the court can assemble. A simple judicial majority would likely be insufficiently authoritative as a political matter to persuade amending actors to hold a confirmatory vote on a transformative constitutional change.

But a unanimous vote of the reviewing court would hold special significance and would be more persuasive to the amending actors. A unanimous judgment that a given constitutional change should be sent back to the amending actors for a confirmatory vote would be more likely to compel
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amending actors to vote again on the transformative constitutional change. A supermajority judgment would, of course, be more persuasive than a simple majority judgment and less persuasive than a unanimous judgment. In all cases, the choice to hold a confirmatory vote would remain with the amending actors after the court has issued its judgment. This would create an incentive for courts to find agreement on key issues that they believe the people and their representatives should consider when weighing whether to proceed with the transformative change. The court’s reasons for subjecting the change to a confirmatory vote would provide a referent for public debate.

C. The Problem of Legal Discontinuity

In their study of the world’s constitutions past and present, Zachary Elkins, Tom Ginsburg, and James Melton inquire into the conditions that promote constitutional endurance. They conclude that three mutually reinforcing features—inclusion, flexibility, and specificity—can enhance the probability that a constitution will endure. They show that a constitution is likely to endure if it has been designed in an inclusive process, if it accommodates changes as the polity evolves, and if its rules are detailed clearly and specifically. They ultimately conclude, from a normative perspective, that the answer to the question whether constitutions should endure is contextual. One advantage of constitutional endurance is legal continuity. The discontinuity in law that ordinarily attends the writing of a new constitution can of course mark a profitable break with the past. But legal discontinuity can also create a period of legal vacuity that breeds instability in the absence of the rule of law.

Constitutional States that prefer to retain legal continuity rather than take the route of discontinuity associated with adopting a new constitution would find useful resources in the theory of constitutional dismemberment. For codified constitutional States, the theory of constitutional dismemberment offers a way to make and legitimate transformative constitutional changes to the polity—all within the same constitutional order—without breaking the formal legal continuity that can escape a constitutional State that chooses to engage in a new constitution-making process. Constitutional dismemberment can therefore foster constitutional endurance in the formal sense. The constitutional endurance that the theory of constitutional dismemberment can provide may ultimately serve the important interest of constitutional stability insofar as Elkins, Ginsburg, and Melton have shown that stable democracies do not replace their constitutions frequently.

In this Section, I explore three cases where legal continuity raises
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questions for constitutional actors, and where the theory of constitutional dismemberment can be useful in finding answers. The first and second cases concern imposed and colonial constitutions: how should amending actors make transformative constitutional changes if they wish to retain their formal constitutions? The third concerns the concept of constitutional resilience, a new concept in the literature that differs from constitutional endurance. The question here is not whether a constitution should endure but rather how it can be reinforced to be resilient in periods of shock.

1. An Imposed Constitution: The Case of Japan

Prior to his electoral victory in the summer of 2016, Shinzo Abe delivered a major address in the legislature. Anticipating his future moves toward constitutional change, Abe asked: “Isn’t it time to hold deep debate about revising the Constitution? For the future of Japan, shouldn’t we accomplish in this Parliament the biggest reform since the end of the war?” Recent moves to amend the Japanese Constitution highlight the challenge of imposed constitutions. The question raised by Shinzo Abe’s efforts to repeal the Peace Clause in Article 9 is how amending actors should legitimate this transformative constitutional change.

The Constitution imposes no formal limitation on amending actors. Any constitutional alteration may be made using the procedure entrenched in Article 96, which requires a two-thirds vote in each House to propose an amendment, followed by ratification by a simple majority in a referendum, and finally promulgation by the Emperor.

Yet arguments that amending Article 9 would be illegitimate have only grown louder as Abe has consolidated his power in the Diet, having now won a series of convincing electoral victories. Abe has been confronted near his office by protestors crying out, “Don’t destroy Article 9.” Nobel Prize laureate Kenzabura Oe created the Article 9 Association to defend the Peace Clause from constitutional alteration. Yoichi Komori, a member of the Association, has suggested that Article 9 has attained, or should attain, the status of informal unamendability, so important it is to the nation’s identity. A renowned artist has pleaded with politicians that they “shouldn’t be messing” with the foundation of the country. From abroad, Noam Chomsky has argued that
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“the pacifist Constitution, in particular, is one legacy of the occupation that should be vigorously defended,” adding that “insofar as Japan’s behavior is inconsistent with the legitimate constitutional ideals, the behavior should be changed—not the ideals.” Critics of Abe’s plan see the rules in Article 96 as insufficient to undo Article 9, a provision that forms the core of Japan’s constitutional identity. How can a mere amendment procedure be used to repeal what “has become the heart and soul of the people” in Japan?372

What seems lost in the debate is that the rules of constitutional change in Article 96 are more difficult than the rules used to adopt the “new” Japanese Constitution back in 1946. The new Constitution was formally an amendment to the old Meiji Constitution; it was not adopted as an altogether new constitution. As Robert Ward has explained, General MacArthur thought it was important to abide by the old constitution’s rules:

Technically this took the form of a bill of total amendment to the Meiji Constitution. To avoid charges of illegality or the occurrence of a constitutional interregnum, SCAP was most insistent that the procedure of amendment specified in Article 73 of the Meiji Constitution be literally followed.373

Article 73 of the Meiji Constitution imposed a two-thirds quorum rule in each house of the national legislature, and required each House to approve an amendment by two-thirds in order for it to become valid.374 The Emperor would then promulgate it.375 There was legal continuity between the old and new constitutions, since the constitutional actors approving the new Constitution of 1946 abided by the rules of constitutional alteration in the old one. Of course, conceptually we should regard the altered Constitution as an altogether new constitution with new foundations, but as a matter of legal fact, there was no new constitution at all. On November 3, 1946, the Emperor announced the promulgation and stressed that it was consistent with the rules of Article 73 in the Meiji text:

I rejoice that the foundation for the construction of a new Japan has been laid according to the will of the Japanese people, and hereby sanction and promulgate the amendments of the Imperial Japanese Constitution effected following the consultation with the Privy Council and the decision of the Imperial Diet made in accordance with Article 73 of the said constitution.376

The 1946 amendments add the requirement of a referendum to the process of constitutional alteration, making it even harder to amend the Constitution than it was to create it to begin with.377

---
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In the language of constitutional dismemberment, the 1946 constitutional alteration was not an amendment, even though it was defined as such. It should instead be understood as a constitutional dismemberment. The same would be true of a change to Article 9: although amending actors would abide by the procedures for constitutional amendment in Article 96, the result would be a constitutional dismemberment, not an amendment. Under the theory of dismemberment, the process used to formalize the change would have to abide by the rule of mutuality, which imposes as a default ceiling the requirement that the dismemberment procedure mirror the procedure used to ratify the constitution. What this means in the case of Article 9 is that it would be sufficient for amending actors to alter Article 9 using the original procedure in Article 73, which calls for only two-thirds approval in the national legislature in order to alter the Constitution.

But legality is of course different from legitimacy. The structure of Article 96 is such that it unifies the entrenched threshold for constitutional alteration with the original ratification threshold by incorporating the inferior ratification threshold into the larger alteration threshold. This reflects the constitutional designers’ intent to make any future constitutional alteration more difficult than it had previously been. The powers both of amendment and dismemberment are incorporated into a single threshold in Article 96, but the history of ratification in 1946 suggests that we can differentiate them. Nonetheless, in order to meet the test of both legality and legitimacy, an effort to alter Article 9 should satisfy the procedure in Article 96, which requires the additional hurdle of a national referendum. It would be inconsistent with the text of Article 96 to recognize as valid any constitutional change that had not satisfied its onerous restrictions for constitutional alteration. The upshot from the theory of constitutional dismemberment as applied to the case of the imposed Constitution of Japan is therefore that the procedures of Article 96 are sufficient in and of themselves to legitimate in law an alteration to Article 9. But the reality is that the people and political actors could be unlikely to recognize this as a legitimate exercise of constituent power, and this suggests that the nature of constituent power could have changed since 1946.

2. A Colonial Constitution: The Case of Canada

In the conventional theory of constitutional change, the secession of Quebec from Canada would result conceptually in a new constitution, even if the change were codified as an amendment in Canada’s partially codified Constitution. The change would require a total reconfiguration of national institutions including Parliament, where a certain number of seats are reserved for Quebec in both the House and the Senate. In addition, the Supreme Court, whose nine-judge bench must, according to a constitution-level law,
include three justices from Quebec, would need to be changed. Secession would entail enormous implications for political relations between Quebec and Canada, citizenship, borders, national debt, the armed forces, commercial and economic relations, mobility and migration, the environment, currency and monetary policy, and First Nations. Were the secession of Quebec from Canada formalized as an amendment to Canada’s Constitution, it would amount to more than a constitutional amendment; it would be a constitutional dismemberment.

Yet the Supreme Court of Canada has held that Quebec’s secession from Canada may proceed by simple formal amendment. In the Secession Reference, the Court wrote that “under the Constitution, secession requires that an amendment be negotiated.” The Court noted that although a referendum has no “direct role or legal effect in our constitutional schedule, a referendum undoubtedly may provide a democratic method of ascertaining the views of the electorate on important political questions on a particular occasion.” On the strength of a clear majority vote in favor of secession, Québécois political actors could point to the “expression of the democratic will of the people” to initiate a constitutional amendment. A successful referendum “would confer legitimacy on demands for secession, and place an obligation on the other provinces and the federal government to acknowledge and respect that expression of democratic will by entering into negotiations” in order to entrench an amendment formalizing Quebec’s secession. The Court stressed that any amendment arising out of these negotiations would need to respect the unwritten principles of the Canadian Constitution, including federalism, democracy, constitutionalism, the rule of law, and respect for minority rights.

But the Court’s decision did not specify which of Canada’s five amendment procedures would apply to a constitutional amendment on secession. This is surprising in light of the Court’s emphasis on the primacy of the codified parts of Canada’s Constitution. As Donna Greschner has observed, “even though the Court states that ‘our Constitution is primarily a written one’ . . . and that constitutional texts ‘have a primary place in determining constitutional rules’ . . . , it writes 70 paragraphs without any explicit reference to a specific written provision on constitutional amendment. The reason why the Court chose not to specify which of the five rules of constitutional amendment would apply is surprising.”

---
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alteration applied to Quebec’s secession may well be what Sujit Choudhry and Robert Howse have speculated: that it would have been inappropriate to appeal to the Constitution Act, 1982, because it lacks legitimacy for many in Quebec. The Quebec provincial government rejected the Constitution Act, 1982 when it was proposed and has yet to formally accept it to this day, even though the constitutional text nevertheless binds Quebec as it does every other province in the country.  

The scholarly community is divided on which amendment procedure must be used. It seems clear that neither the unilateral provincial amendment procedure nor the federal amendment procedure could be used to formalize a provincial secession, nor could the regional amendment procedure be used either. The debate therefore pits the general default multilateral procedure against the unanimity procedure. But the Court did explain why secession was possible by amendment:

The amendments necessary to achieve a secession could be radical and extensive. Some commentators have suggested that secession could be a change of such a magnitude that it could not be considered to be merely an amendment to the Constitution. We are not persuaded by this contention. It is of course true that the Constitution is silent as to the ability of a province to secede from Confederation, but, although the Constitution neither expressly authorizes nor prohibits secession, an act of secession would purport to alter the governance of Canadian territory in a manner which undoubtedly is inconsistent with our current constitutional arrangements. The fact that those changes would be profound, or that they would purport to have a significance with respect to international law, does not negate their nature as amendments to the Constitution of Canada.

We are unlikely to ever read a passage like this one in a decision of the Indian Supreme Court, or any other court that has endorsed the concept of an unconstitutional constitutional amendment. The theory and doctrine of unconstitutional constitutional amendment is rooted in the theory of constituent power presupposing a distinction between the people themselves and their agents in the constituted forms of government. Recall that, according to this conventional theory, the constituted powers may only amend the constitution; any change that extends beyond the significance of a mere amendment must be accomplished by the people alone in the exercise of their constituent power.

The Canadian Supreme Court departs in the above passage from the
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conventional theory of constituent power. The Court explains that all constitutional changes, be they ordinary or “radical and extensive,” may be accomplished by the constituted powers with recourse to the rules of constitutional amendment.394 We can therefore interpret Canada’s constitutional amendment rules, at least as they have been interpreted by the Supreme Court, as entrenching rules for both amendment and replacement, as we have seen in Austria, Costa Rica, Spain, and Switzerland.395 Codifying constitutional change procedures for the entire range of possible constitutional alterations—from minor adjustments to major revisions—entails an advantage: it allows the polity to maintain legal continuity in the event of a transformative constitutional change that dismembers the constitution. But this is only the Court’s interpretation of the design of the rules of change.

The Constitution of Canada has come a long way since Confederation. It has gone from a colonial constitution in 1867, to functionally an independence constitution by the 1960s, and formally to an independence constitution at Patriation in 1982. But it is worth noting that most of the formal amendment procedures entrenched in the Constitution Act, 1982 are much more difficult than the procedure by which Canadian political actors indicated to the Parliament of the United Kingdom their agreement to alter the Constitution. On Canada’s side, Patriation was an act of executive federalism. The terms of Patriation were negotiated by the prime minister and the provincial premiers, and the final agreement was passed in the Parliament of Canada as a joint resolution of both Houses addressed to the Parliament of the United Kingdom.396 There was neither provincial legislative ratification nor much of anything else to authorize this transformative constitutional change to Canada’s Constitution.397 This is significant for determining the quantum of agreement needed to formalize a provincial secession.

Recall that the rule of mutuality in the theory of constitutional dismemberment requires transformative constitutional changes to be made in accordance with the ratification procedure that established the constitution at its point of origin. If we consider Patriation and the Constitution Act, 1982 as the point of origin of Canada’s modern constitutional arrangements, the rule of mutuality would authorize a province to secede with the same measure of political agreement required to formalize Patriation. And if we understand provincial secession as effecting a constitutional dismemberment, as I believe we should, this would mean that Quebec could secede from Canada after negotiation and final agreement among the prime minister and the provincial premiers—the same process that was used internally within Canada to patriate the Constitution.
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This is not unlike how secession would likely unfold as a political imperative in the event of a clear majority in Quebec expressing its desire to secede from Canada in response to a clear question in a referendum. A successful referendum result would trigger a duty on the part of Canadian political actors—the prime minister along with the premiers—to negotiate with Quebec’s premier. Whether the applicable amendment procedure is the general default multilateral procedure or the unanimity procedure, these political actors would seek to arrive at an agreement that could command the support of their respective legislative assemblies. The content of the agreement, then, would likely be negotiated in the same way as Patriation—in an act of executive federalism with consultation only to the extent necessary to mitigate the possibility of opposition at the stage of legislative ratification. The principal difference would be that, unlike at Patriation, legislative ratification would now be a formal requirement pursuant to the new rules of formal amendment entrenched in the *Constitution Act, 1982*. On the theory of constitutional dismemberment, however, secession could be accomplished in an act of executive federalism alone, unless we could argue that, as in the case of Japan, the nature of constituent power has changed since 1982.

3. Constitutional Resilience

Another variation on the problem of legal discontinuity involves the difference between constitutional resilience and constitutional endurance. In a follow-up to their influential study of the models of constitutional change in democratic States,398 Xenophon Contiades and Alkmene Fotiadou describe the difference between resilience and endurance in this way:

> [C]onstitutional resilience is different from constitutional endurance: it signifies the ability of a constitution to adapt navigating through hardships, retaining its core purpose. Textual survival may count as endurance but not as resilience. Resilience is endurance plus. It accounts for endurance, but endurance does not presuppose having experienced shocks and survived them, nor the ability to absorb shocks. What’s more, resilience does not have to do with time and is not measurable with relation to time: what is important is the continuance in performing the necessary functions in the face of disaster. Resilience has to do with shock resistance and not with time endurance.399

The concept of resilience incorporates four factors: legal continuity, functional continuity, enduring text and purpose, and temporal detachment. First, a resilient constitution can survive shocks either internal or external to the regime. Contiades and Fotiadou use the 2008 global financial crisis to illustrate the kind of shock that a resilient constitution is able to withstand.400 A resilient constitution will have the capacity to trigger built-in mechanisms, like amendment rules and extraordinary fast-track powers that allow it to adapt to
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new pressures without resorting to anti- or extra-constitutional procedures. These mechanisms allow the constitution to maintain legal continuity as it copes with the shock. Second, a resilient constitution will also retain functional continuity, meaning that its core purpose will be achievable even when confronted by the shock. There may be a period of adjustment to deal with the shock while the constitution recalibrates to the new conditions, but the point is that the purpose of the constitution will neither change after the shock nor be frustrated by it. For example, if the purpose of a given constitution is to protect human rights, that constitution cannot be described as resilient if it violates them when the shock hits. Third, when faced with an internal or external shock, the constitution’s purpose endures but so does its text. Textual endurance is not sufficient but it is a necessary factor in the resilience of constitutions. Fourth, unlike the concept of constitutional endurance which is time-bound, constitutional resilience is temporally detached. As Contiades and Fotiadou explain, “[R]esilience does not have to do with time and is not measured with relation to time: what is important is the continuance in performing the necessary functions in the face of disaster.” These four factors explain constitutional resilience.

Constitutional dismemberment reinforces the idea of resilience insofar as it offers constitutions a way to retain their legal continuity in the event of a transformative constitutional change that may be occasioned by an internal or external shock. The rule of mutuality and its corresponding ideas of differentiation, symmetry, unification, and recognition are the kinds of built-in mechanisms that political actors may invoke to save the constitution in a period of crisis or emergency without recourse to anti- or extra-constitutional procedures. Constitutional dismemberment is also temporally detached in the sense that its objective is not to privilege endurance over time but rather to privilege legal continuity, in order to extend the lifespan of a constitution. It is on the second and third factors where constitutional resilience and constitutional dismemberment diverge in their normative underpinnings. Constitutional resilience is oriented principally toward retaining the purpose of the constitution after a shock, while constitutional dismemberment recognizes that a constitution’s purpose may change—and perhaps indeed should change—when confronted by a cataclysmic event that cannot help but change the constitution itself and the people whose objectives it is intended to serve.

Constitutional dismemberment takes no view on the goodness of a constitution’s purpose. Constitutional dismemberment defers instead to the considered judgment of the people and their representatives to trace and retrace their own path, whatever it may be and however they wish to pursue it, as long as it satisfies the twin tests of legality and legitimacy, where legitimacy is a sociological measure, not a legal or moral one. The rule of mutuality in the
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theory of constitutional dismemberment gives the people and political actors a roadmap to make transformative constitutional changes within the existing constitutional framework in a way that preserves legal continuity but that need not preserve the constitution’s original purpose.

Constitutional dismemberment accommodates and indeed invites alterations to the constitution’s fundamental purpose—what the vocabulary of dismemberment describes as either its core constitutional rights, its core constitutional structure, or its core constitutional identity—and it moreover creates a way to legitimate those alterations to the constitution’s purpose. In contrast, the theory of constitutional resilience privileges the constitution’s purpose, whatever it may be. This is the consequence of protecting the constitution’s purpose from basic reconsideration after a shock intervenes. The theory of constitutional resilience may work well in the context of the financial crisis, but its disappointing implication in the U.S. context is that the organizing logic and infrastructure of slavery in the U.S. Constitution should have been made resilient enough to survive the shock of the Civil War. The theory of constitutional dismemberment avoids that implication and suggests both a constitutional design and a default procedure to legitimate transformative changes that occur within the same constitutional order.

CONCLUSION—A PHENOMENON AND ITS FEATURES

Constitutional dismemberment is a phenomenon and a concept. We cannot deny that constitutional dismemberment exists as a phenomenon today: around the world, we continue to see efforts to make transformative constitutional changes without breaking legal continuity. I have sought to identify this phenomenon by giving it a name: constitutional dismemberment. A constitutional dismemberment seeks deliberately to alter the fundamental rights, structure, or identity of the constitution with recourse to the ordinary rules of constitutional amendment. The conventional theory of constitutional change denies the legitimacy of a constitutional dismemberment. Courts therefore ordinarily disallow constitutional dismemberments for exceeding the amendment power held by the amending actors.

Yet in the conventional theory of constitutional change, a constitutional alteration yields only one of two results. It is either an amendment, in which case courts recognize it as constitutional, because the amendment changes the constitution consistent with its existing framework and presuppositions. Or, alternatively, it introduces a change to the constitution that fails to cohere with the existing constitution, in which case courts generally invalidate the change made as an amendment and require political actors to engage in an altogether new constitution-making process in order to formalize the transformative change they wish to make. The concept of constitutional dismemberment occupies the space between an amendment and a new constitution. It recognizes that a transformative change need not amount conceptually to a new constitution and that, instead, the transformative change should be understood as the unmaking of the constitution within the existing constitutional order subject to its own internal rules.
Constitutional dismemberment is at once a doctrine and a theory. The doctrine of constitutional dismemberment concerns how courts should approach the review of constitutional alterations. Courts should be catalytic, not obstructive; courts should not invalidate amendments but should instead join collaboratively and constructively with political actors to verify that the transformative change reflects the considered judgment of the people and their representatives. I have suggested that the rule of mutuality should be the default expectation that political actors should satisfy when they endeavor to dismember the constitution. The rule of mutuality comprises four factors—differentiation, symmetry, unification, and recognition—each necessary, but none on its own sufficient to justify a transformative constitutional change. The role of the court in its application of the doctrine of dismemberment is to defend the constitution, to urge amending actors to verify that there is substantial democratic support for a transformative change to the constitution, and to protect the underlying constitutional bargain struck in the name of the people.

The theory of constitutional dismemberment builds on the phenomenon, concept, and doctrine of dismemberment to incorporate the full suite of strategies to manage the process of constitutional change. The theory of dismemberment is prompted by the theory of constituent power—a theory that I have suggested is presently both inadequately equipped to guide political actors in how they alter the constitution and insufficiently precise to allow the constitutional community to evaluate the legitimacy of a transformative constitutional change. The theory of constitutional dismemberment seeks to redeem the theory of constituent power in light of the modern constitutional changes we have witnessed. At its core, the theory of constitutional dismemberment is concerned with the present constitutional settlement and how changes are made to it; the theory does not advance a normative claim about what makes a good constitution or what should be entrenched in a constitution. The theory is localist, not globalist or transnationalist. It defers to indigeneity and local norms, national sovereignty, and to the fundamental reality that the theory of constituent power will manifest itself differently across borders.

Constitutional dismemberment counsels jurisdiction-specific constitutional design for the rules of constitutional alteration. Political actors ought to structure their rules of constitutional alteration however best reflects their historical circumstances and present political realities. Political actors should not as a matter of course conform to values promoted by external forces that may not cohere with their own. Where political actors do feel such pressure, they stand on firm ground when they invoke the very meaning of a constitution as a jurisdictionally-bounded and locally-legitimated set of rules that governs a distinctly national institution that can, of course, be informed by external forces but that ultimately derives its legitimacy from the consent of those bound directly by its terms. The one exception to the presumption against universality is the rule of mutuality: where the constitution does not enshrine rules for its own replacement, political actors may dismember the constitution
in accordance with the procedure used to ratify the constitution at its creation. This rule remains deeply local in its foundation: the rule of mutuality recognizes the legitimacy in the multiplicity of ways that a constitution may have been ratified at its point of origin.

One can accept that constitutional dismemberment occurs as a phenomenon in constitutional States without endorsing either the judicial doctrine or the larger theory of dismemberment. One can also accept the phenomenon without recognizing the concept. Yet the theory of constitutional dismemberment offers a framework both to understand constitutional change as it happens today in the world and also to prescribe how the rules of constitutional change should be designed.